FORTY-THIRD ANNUAL
Commencement Ceremony

Wednesday, May 21, 2014
Georgetown, Delaware
6:00 p.m.
Mission Statement

Wilmington University is committed to excellence in teaching, relevancy of the curriculum, and individual attention to students. As an institution with admissions policies that provide access for all, it offers opportunity for higher education to students of varying ages, interests, and aspirations.

The university provides a range of exemplary career-oriented undergraduate and graduate degree programs for a growing and diverse student population. It delivers these programs at locations and times convenient to students and at an affordable price. A highly qualified full-time faculty works closely with part-time faculty drawn from the workplace to ensure that the university’s programs prepare students to begin or continue their career, improve their competitiveness in the job market, and engage in lifelong learning.
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Dear Graduates, Families and Friends,

On behalf of the faculty, staff, and administration of Wilmington University, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the 2014 spring commencement ceremony. This day is one of life’s best because it celebrates a tremendous personal achievement for each graduate. We honor their hard work and the sacrifices made along the way, and we join these graduating students in saluting family members and friends who have offered encouragement and support.

Since the fall of 1968, the University has experienced unbelievable change – in staffing; physical plant; locations; programs; and, most certainly, in enrollment. Yet, in spite of all this change, our commitment to providing high academic standards in our classrooms, personal attention to our students, and educational opportunity for all has remained constant. We are proud of what we do here, and we are proud of the graduates we send out to make a difference in the world.

Presiding over our commencement ceremonies is one of my favorite tasks because I witness so much joy and excitement. Today is a very special day – a day that marks the end of one journey but the beginning of so many others. Congratulations to our graduates, and may all of you find professional success and personal happiness as you go.

Dr. Jack P. Varsalona
President
Alma Mater

Words and Music by Duke Detjen

Praise our Alma Mater,
Cheer with all your might,
Proudly fly her colors,
Wave the green and white.
We shall not forget her,
She has been our guide,
Sing your praises to Wilmington,
Speak her name with pride!

Praise our Alma Mater,
Honored be her name,
She has been our beacon,
Our eternal flame.
She provided knowledge,
Helped us on our way,
Sing praises to Wilmington,
Cheer her night and day!
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Undergraduate Academic Award Recipients

Donna Olesen
College of Arts and Sciences
Donna is graduating with a Bachelor of Science degree in General Studies and a 4.0 grade point average. She is a resident of Newark, Delaware.

Barry L. Hanlon
College of Business
Barry completes his Bachelor of Science in Business Management degree program with a 3.97 grade point average. He resides in Harrington, Delaware.

Denise L. DeLoretto
College of Education
Denise has earned a 3.99 grade point average in her Bachelor of Science degree program in Middle Level Education (grades 6-8) with a concentration in math and a minor in science. She is a resident of Wilmington, Delaware.

Swazi Watson
College of Health Professions
Swazi has maintained a 4.0 grade point average while earning her Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. She lives in Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania.

Rebecca L. Bullington-Clift
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Rebecca graduates with a 4.0 grade point average and a Bachelor of Science degree in Behavioral Science. A resident of Townsend, Delaware, she is self-employed.

Jesse D. LaVigne
College of Technology
Jesse completes his Bachelor of Science degree program in Game Design and Development with a 4.0 grade point average. A resident of Downingtown, Pennsylvania, he previously received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Wheaton College.
Graduate Academic Award Recipients

Christine B. McCoy
Master of Business Administration
Christine has maintained a 4.0 grade point average while earning her Master of Business Administration degree. She received a Bachelor of Arts degree from Bucknell University and is employed by Edward Jones as a Branch Office Administrator. Christine is a resident of Dagsboro, Delaware.

Jessica C. Shinn
Master of Science in Management
Jessica is graduating with a 3.98 grade point average and two master's degrees – a Master of Science in Nursing and a Master of Science in Management with a concentration in Health Care Administration. She received a Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing from the University of Delaware and is employed by Christiana Care as a Registered Nurse Case Manager.

Karla K. Miller
Master of Science (Business)
Karla graduates with a Master of Science degree in Accounting and a 4.0 grade point average. She received a Bachelor of Business Administration degree from Wesley College. Employed by American Airlines as a Flight Attendant, Karla lives in Wilmington, Delaware.

Michael Einstein
Doctor of Business Administration
Michael completes his doctoral program with a 4.0 grade point average. He received a Master of Business Administration degree from New York University and a Bachelor of Science degree from Union College. A resident of Jamison, Pennsylvania, he is employed by Wyeth Pharmaceuticals.

Michael E. Holland
Master of Arts
Michael has maintained a 4.0 grade point average while earning his Master of Arts degree in Secondary Teaching (grades 7-12). He received a bachelor's degree in Chemical Engineering from the University of Delaware. Employed by Cecil County Public Schools as a substitute teacher, Michael lives in North East, Maryland.

Kristen T. McKenna
Master of Education
Kristen is graduating with a Master of Education degree in Reading/ESOL Literacy and a 3.98 grade point average. She received her Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Delaware and is employed by the Red Clay Consolidated School District as a teacher. Kristen is a resident of Newark, Delaware.

Lora A. Johnson
Doctor of Education
Lora completes her doctoral studies with a 3.98 grade point average. She received a Master of Business Administration degree and a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Delaware. Employed by Delaware Technical Community College as the Director of Marketing, Public Relations, and Institutional Advancement, Lora resides in West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Juliana M. Rahmer
Master of Science in Nursing
Juliana has maintained a 4.0 grade point average while earning her Master of Science in Nursing degree with a Family Nurse Practitioner concentration. She received her Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree at the University of Delaware and is employed by Christiana Care as a RN. Juliana is a Wilmington, Delaware, resident.

Janica R. Woodhouse
Master of Science (Social and Behavioral Sciences)
Janica completes her master's degree program in Administration of Justice with a concentration in Leadership and Administration and a 4.0 grade point average. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree from Rowan University in New Jersey. A Newark, Delaware, resident, Janica serves as a Family Service Specialist Supervisor in the Delaware Department of Services for Youth, Children, and their Families.

Theresa G. Perkins
Master of Science in Information Systems Technologies
Theresa graduates with a 4.0 grade point average and a Master of Science degree in Information Systems Technologies with a concentration in Information Assurance. She received a Master of Arts degree and a Bachelor of Arts degree from Richard Stockton College of New Jersey. Employed as a Gaming Inspector II for the Delaware State Lottery, Theresa lives in Felton, Delaware.
Presiding: Jack P. Varsalona, Ed.D., President

Prelude

Academic Procession ........................................................................................................... “Pomp and Circumstance #1” by Elgar

“The National Anthem” ..................................................................................................... Lieutenant Kevin Pierce
Pennsylvania State Police (Retired)

Invocation .......................................................................................................................... Lorraine R. Sitler, M.S.S.
Assistant Professor and Chair, College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Greetings ......................................................................................................................... Jack P. Varsalona, Ed.D.
President

James D. Wilson, Jr., Ed.D.
Vice President for Academic Affairs

Introduction of Speaker ............................................................................................... The Honorable Joseph J. Farnan, Jr.
Chairman, Board of Trustees

Commencement Address ......................................................................................... Edda E. DiDonato
Candidate for Master of Science in Nursing Degree, Class of 2014

Presentation of Degree Candidates ................................................................. James D. Wilson, Jr., Ed.D.
**Academic Deans**

Doreen B. Turnbo, Ed.D. ................................................................. College of Arts and Sciences

Donald W. Durandetta, Ph.D. ......................................................... College of Business

John C. Gray, Ed.D. ........................................................................ College of Education

Denise Z. Westbrook, M.S.N. ........................................................ College of Health Professions

Eileen G. Donnelly Ed.D. ................................................................. College of Online and Experiential Learning

Christian A. Trowbridge, J.D. ....................................................... College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Edward L. Guthrie, Ed.D. ............................................................... College of Technology

**Conferring of Degrees** ............................................................. Jack P. Varsalona, Ed.D.

Academic Award Recipients ................................................................ Page 8-9

**Delta Epsilon Rho Honor Society**

Induction of New Members .......................................................... Sheila M. Sharbaugh, Ph.D.

*Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs*

**Presentation of Trustees’ Award for Service** ............................. Thomas E. Leipold

*Vice Chairman & Secretary, Board of Trustees*

**Presentation of Audrey K. Doberstein Award for Leadership** .......... James D. Wilson, Jr., Ed.D.

**Soloist** ....................................................................................... Lieutenant Kevin Pierce

*“God Bless the U.S.A.” by Lee Greenwood*

**Benediction** ............................................................................. Lorraine R. Sitler, M.S.S.

**Academic Recession**

**Postlude**

The audience is asked to stand during the Academic Procession and The National Anthem.

Please remain in place until both the Academic Procession/Recession is completed.
Commencement Speaker

Edda is graduating today with a 3.98 grade point average from the Master of Science in Nursing program with a Family Nurse Practitioner concentration. She received a Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree from the Inter American University of Puerto Rico and an associate degree in Natural Science from the University of Puerto Rico. Employed by Bayhealth Medical Center as a staff nurse since 2005, Edda has experience in the Intermediate Care and Intensive Care Units. Fluent in Spanish and English, she has had a profound impact on the Hispanic community during her rotations in public health and at La Red Health Center. Throughout her career, Edda has earned additional professional certifications and has been involved in numerous volunteer activities. She is a resident of Magnolia, Delaware.
College of Arts and Sciences

Candidates for the Associate Degree

Associate of Arts

General Studies
- Kimberly Jane Adkins
- Veronda Archer
- Lauren Olivia Blanch
- Valerie M. Bothe
- Evette M. Brown
- Tina C. Carter
- Terron Joseph Caswell
- Jasmine I. Cephas
- Eric William Cheeseman
- Kendal Budd Colvard
- Sophia Cry
- Kelly M. Franklin
- Malik Daron Gatewood
- Keshina Lanay Grosvenor
- Chelsea Lynn Hudson
- Deborah L. Jackson
- Deborah T. Johnson
- Taylor Beth Kosinski
- Sarah Catherine Krzanowski
- Eric L. Laws
- Marc Anthony Lothrop
- Sharai Danice Matthews
- Richard James McFarland
- Thomas L. McKee
- Angela Marie McKinney
- Jessica M. Moore
- Kimburly A. Murray
- Charlemaine Parker
- Daisjnea K. Parker
- Sarah R. Payne
- Michael Anthony Purnell II
- Julius A. Rosato, Jr.
- Shaequeka K. Seals
- Kristopher O. Smyth
- Andrew Barry Sumner
- Alonda Elizabeth Tucker
- Cassandra Justine Vossen
- Casey E. Wagner
- Tianna Marie Wagner
- Chelsea A. Warmkessel
- Kathy A. Williams
- Keyshia B. Wilmer
- Danika Janay Wilson

Bachelor of Science

Communication-Integrated Marketing
- Jeffrey Tyler Sheridan

General Studies
- Linda Sue Alfieri
- Chelsea Ann Allen
- Gloria Maria Andritsopoulos
- Ian J. Ball
- Toccara Renee Barber
- Edna Louise Beale
- Robert Allen Beard
- Amanda Music Biscoglio
- Amanda Borrero
- Charline B. Brice
- Abigail L. Broome
- Samuel Brough
- Terrance M. Brummell
- Kye T. Bryant
- Angelica Lucia Busbea
- Patrick E. Cannon
- Jennifer M. Cardona
- Kathleen A. Carter
- Migdalia Casillas
- Amanda L. Cavarrubio
- Katryna Cera-Proulx
- Katie E. Clough
- Nicholas Michael Cocco
- Carrie Jean Conn
- Lori D. Conrad
- Ken J. Curcio
- Paula Dionetta Cuthbertson
- Scharie Samone Davis
- Tyler James Davis
- Danielle M. Deely
- Deiana S. Deery
- Martina Denis
- Katina Yvette Dennis
- Amanda Elizabeth Devine
- Kelsey Renee Dickerson
- Pamela Jane Dolde
- Corinne L. Dries
- Geraldine Dubose-Potts

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Soretha Ealy  
• Jennifer Dale Ellis  
  William Shaw Fitzpatrick*∆  
• Kerri Lynn Flanigan**∆  
  Brandon D. Fox  
• Davida Michelle Freeman∆  
• Cynthia Jean Gaines-Gibbs**  
• Linda L. Galante  
• Brandi Elizabeth Gatier*  
  Candyce L. Greene*  
  Danielle Nicole Griffin  
• Tasha Unique Griffin*∆  
  Marvin Lewis Hackett**∆  
• Joshua James Hall  
  Eric J. Harris  
  Candice M. Hackett*∆  
• Farrin Nicole Hickman*∆  
• Chanté R. Hill∆  
  Shannen Hughes  
• Brittany Marie Hultberg  
  Jaime Ann Jackson*  
• Angelina Johnson  
  Iyana Sabré Johnson  
  Erica Jayne Jones**  
  Jeanmarie Jordan  
• Christopher Thomas Lach  
• Rebecca Nicole LaFazia  
• Talley Lane  
• Jeanette LaSalle*  
  Michael Alexander Leek  
• Maria M. Lopez  
• Casandra Alida Lynch  
  Courtney R. Marley  
• Jennifer Lynn Matlack  
  Colleen M. Millman  
  Corinna G. Mills  
  Victor Chidimma Obassy  
  Mary L. Oguntuase**  
  Donna Marie Olesen***  
  Kendra Owens  
  Ann B. Parrish*  
  Janis Petrovics  
• Christopher J. Petryshyn*  
  Timothy W. Priest  
• Suhad Nayif Ramadan  
• Colleen Marie Reed  
• Erica Diane Reed∆  
  Fernando Luis Rentas Lugo  
  Edwin Reyes  
  Peter E. Roche  
  Georgina Elizabeth Ruiz  
• Laura Marie Runyan**  
  Alex Scott∆  
  Andréa Singleton  
  Brian Davidson Sklut  
• Annette Slaughter∆  
  D’Lila D. Smith  
• Toni Michelle Snow  
• Lauren Marie Szymanski  
  Donna S. Tomasetti  
• Nathan Duanne Turbyfill***∆  
• James C. VanTrump***∆  
  Stephen Wachtler*  
• Amy Lynn Wade  
  James Watkins*  
• Benjamin Gordon White  
  George A. Williams**∆  
• Jwanda Frazier Williams  
  Nikki J. Willoughby*  
• Mireille R. Zahra  
  Michelle Reine-Marie Zdeb
Advisory Committee Members

**Communication**  
Ellen Barosse  
Laurie Bick  
Kate Cottle  
Matt Davis  
Karen Galanaugh  
Maria Hess  
Rick Jensen  
John Mathews  
Amy Patrick  
Rob Rector  
Catherine Rossi  
Sheila Sharbaugh  
Scott Shaw  
Doreen Turnbo  
Katherine Ward

**First Year Experience (FYE)**  
Rebecca Ghabour  
Gary Seydell  
Cassandra Green  
Lauren Havens  
Matt Davis  
Sarah Talmo  
Mark Daniels  
Adrienne Johnson  
Matt Chacko  
Julie Jones  
Austin Adams  
Libbie Zimmer  
Shannon Netta  
Leslie Johnson

**History**  
Stacy Bartkowski  
Sharon Weaver  
John Satterfield  
Andrea Bukay  
Gary Donahue  
Leo Beattie  
Tony DiGiacomo  
Gary Wray  
John Lewis  
Stephen Buchanan  
Russell McCabe

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Accounting
• Michelle Ann Adams-Simmons
• Justin Edward Arseneau
• Anadil Qureshi Aslam
  Jason Michael Bobowicz***
  Evaleen R. Bowman
  Haengcha M. Boys∆
  Russell James Brackin
• Jennifer Lynn Brasure∆
  Celita L. Brooks
  Krystle Marie Clark
• Kevin Michael Coffman∆
  Jonee Davis
• Robert Tyler Delgado
  Anthony J. DeLorme
  Khanh Duy Doan*
• Brian Keith Dunphy
• Michelle Lynn Fleming**
  Bryna Garey*
  Laetitia Claude Gautier*∆
  Eric A. Getz**∆
  Mary Elizabeth Glisson*
  Carrie Ann Green***∆
  Jarrett Green
• Laura Hale∆
• Holly Marie Hartman∆
  Heather Jane Horsey*∆
• Peter Joseph Janelle
• Tina M. Jefferson
• Jesse James Jensen
• Matilda Jones***∆
  Tamara D. Jones
• Nicole S. Junge
• Elina Kamalova*
• Iryna M. Kavalskaya
  Eric M. Kennedy**∆
  Kevin C. Kimble∆
• M. Sajith Joseph Kurukulasuriya
  Galina Kuznetsova*
  Elizabeth Carey Layton
  Sandra Janeth Leon*
  Anthony J. Lostracco
• Robert Andrew Lower
• Clinton M. Marlow*
  Lashonda P. Mc Coy
  Kim M. Miller
• Renae Shaniel Myrie***∆
• Alfred M. Ndegwa*∆
  Ashley L. Nichols
  Michael Gray O’Bier
  Alesia Diane Olin
  Uma Susana Onyango∆
• Chiragkumar B. Patel**∆
  Karan Rakeshbhai Patel
  Sunilkumar Patel**∆
  Oumar A. Rafiou
• Mahruf Rashid Ratul
  Alketa Ruci
• Veronica Sandoval
  Salina Shrestha
  Rachel Lauren Snyder
• Adrianne Cohen Spiegelman***
  Sheri Spiering*
• Darrell K. Springfield, Sr.
  Nour El Houda Taleb*
  Arthur Edward Tate
• Jan Gaughan Thompson*
• Mary Beth Valasko
• Pamela S. Van Brickle
  Antoinette Victor
  Channel A. Wayman∆
• Matthew Joseph White
  Keith Wilson*∆
• Thomas Edward Zitkevitz

Accounting and Business Management
  Mattie I. Archie

Accounting and Finance
  Emily A. Baldwin
• Melissa Marie Henry*∆
• Corie Danielle Irvine
  Ryan Christopher Johnson
  Linda A. Lovett
  Jean M. Metcalf∆
• Paul M. Mutwiri
  Monali Kiran Patel
• Lauren Claire Rogers
  Bamasse Raoul Soura
  Olimbi Telford
• Mamadou Makan Traore∆
  Dimitri Trikaliotis
  Eunice S. Virgelin Marcelin
  Keisha Wood
• Irina Yeager*∆

Business Management
• Marilyn Acevedo
• Ann C. Acosta
  Matthew Ray Adams
  Angel D. Aguilar, Jr.
• Courtney Elizabeth Allen
• Sharese A. Alston**∆
• Tonya Louise Ames*∆
  Latedra Danette Andrews*∆
  Wilnelia Arocho
• Alicia Morgan Ashley∆
• Marteen L. érin Ayala-Brummett
  Samantha M. Baese
  Rahim Craig Julian Banks
• Anthony M. Barbella
  Joshua Bradley Baylinson
  Kathleen M. Beideman-Calhoun
Gaibrielle Marie Bell**∆
• Sierra Norae Bell
• Walter James Bishop**∆
• Robert Charles Borris
• William Francis Brawders∆
• Shellecta Charline Brice
• Patrick Liter Briggs
• Joseph P. Brown*∆
Joyce Ann Bundick
Aimee M. Bunting**
Jeffrey Andre Burgess
Stacie Tamika Burton
Toshiko Kaylyn Butler
• Joseph Michael Cadiz*
Sarah Ann Carpenter
Saulo Jose Chavez
Sarah Elizabeth Chenvert*∆
Joshua Chestnut
• Jeffrey Lenny Chin
• Jordan David Colbourn
Zachary E. Conrad
• Mary Amber DeZarn
Omaira Diaz
Jonathon Andrew Dietz
Nicole E. DiSabatino∆
Derek Daniel Dohring
• Christopher Michael Dondarski*∆
Jordan L. Dore
• George Sakers Dougherty II∆
Van T. Durst
• Scott Alexander Egger***∆
Julie Krystin Ehrlich
• James Joseph Ellis
• Candice Jypsy Elsesser
Derrick Quinten Elzy∆
Sean Ryan Emlet*∆
• Jennifer M. Enloe***
• Clementine Epps-Curry
Danielle L. Fauvelle
• Michelle L. Federico*∆
Carole LaVonne Feldkamp
• Michael W. Flemings, Jr.
Rachel Lynn Flowers
• Jessica Fogelman∆
• Tyler S. Foster**∆
Stephen A. Frazier
• Tammy Leigh Garrison**∆
Jennifer Christina Gates**
• Richard E. Gatzow**∆
Geraldine M. Gillingham-Jones
• Bishwash Giri
• Susan Marie Godown∆
Amanda C. Grant∆
• Brian Thomas Gregg*∆
• Kara H. Hafler
• Jennifer C. Halterman**∆
Amanda Elizabeth Hamm*∆
• Marquis A. Hill
• Zachary T. Hinte
• David K. Hopkins
• Christopher Charles Hunsiker
Adrienne Elizabeth Michelle Hunt
Jennifer E. Hunt
• Peri J. Hutt
Page N. Hyson
• Richard D. Iwaskiewicz*∆
• Tanya Jackson
Christina A. Jaquet
• Michael Scott Jenkins**∆
• Thomas Paul Jenkins
• Keyanna Denise Jones∆
• Lakoya Aaliyah Jones
• Martina Jones
• Brian J. Kaye*∆
• Lorraine Beatrice Kennedy
• Erin M. Kornienko
Robert Kurkowski
Amanda M. Lane
Robert D. Lee
Jessica Danielle Lestardo
• Corey L. Lewis
• Sandra Ivette Lopez
• Lizzette Lorenzo
• Gina Marie Loveland*∆
• Alicia Lyn Ludy
Barbara A. Maddams
• Nicholas Anthony Mafale
Robert Michael Maher
• Alison Michele Markey∆
• Simeon Maxwell Martello
• Cristabel Melissa Martinez
• Jenil Zelines Martinez*
Juliana Teixeira Martins
• Bryan Matthew Maxfield
Rachael W. Mburu
• Brian Keith McClanahan, Jr.
Leslie Jane Mcclements***∆
Ahmad Hakeem McCown
• Julien J. McCray
Rosalind Nadine Meadord∆
• Cheryl A. Mongillo
• Gregory L. Morales**∆
• Michael Paul Morrison
• Jennifer Erin Moseley**
Nelly V. Moseychuk
Ian Patrick Murphy
• Nicholas Edward Nelson
• JulieAnna Nosia∆
Maggie Lynn O’Neal
• Brennan Stephen Obetz*∆
Alexis Elizabeth Oliphant*
• Brianna N. Pace*
• Kunal P. Parekh
Amy T. Patchell
Sagar Naranbhai Patel
• Heather Lee Patosky***∆
• Marshall K. Peterson
Sheila D. Pressley
• Suman Rajbhandari
Brian R. Rakowski
• Nikolay Gerchev Rashkov
Katelynn A. Ray
Sharonda T. Reed

*Cum Laude
**Magna Cum Laude
***Summa Cum Laude
∆Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
•Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Cesar Reyes
  Alexis Joy Rhodes
• Bruce D. Rodgers***
  Rianna Beth Roope*
  Michael Adu Sarpe
  Nasha Shaktuntala Sayal∆
  Matthew Seaton*∆
• Kelley Nicole Simmons
  Anzie C. Smith
  Christopher Thomas Smith
  Deidre Colette Smith
• Alfred Timothy Sowden
  Michael J. Spence
• Leslie Marion Squair, Jr.
  Ryan Michael Stanek
• Matthew H. Stoia
  Cara Elizabeth Street
• Christopher Keith Stryker***∆
  Donté L. Sturgis
  Kristine C. Sugano∆
  Kathleen M. Swain*∆
  Alexander Julian Swift
  Heather K. Szczesiak∆
  Anna Tawfik
  Andrew Taylor
• Kim Renee Townsend
• William Hamilton Turnbull
  Mark Vega
  Monica L. Wagner**∆
  Jason L. Walker
  Adrienne N. Walstrum
  Nicole Cheryll Weisman
  Jennifer Marie Wenger
  Christopher L. West
• Cecile D. Williams
  Felicia Williams
• Jenna Anne Wilson
  Nicholas Ray Woodward
• Pooja Yadav
  Wolfgang Zeilinger
  Kimberly Ann Zelasko∆

Business Management-
Professional Aeronautics

• Jeffrey D. Bennett
  • Corey Patrick DiLuzio
  Jeremy S. Emerson ∆
  • Richard Clyde Jones**
  • Clark Charles Urban, Jr.*∆
  Luis Miguel Vincente, Jr.

Finance

• Ahmadou Bamba Athmone Babou
• Megan Renee Bender
• Christina Marie Bennett***∆
  La’Glenna K. Benson
  Mark Anthony Blair
• Perry Bolton
  Mary Elizabeth Bradley
• Robin L. Brewer**
• Stanley S. Chao
  Jonathan Gregory Clarke*
  Amera Ashley Edwards∆
• Lynz L. Foraker∆
• Michelle Keiko Garibian*∆
  Levin John Hitchens
  Torey D. Howarth
• Heewon Lee
• Taylor Lynch
• Sidiki Ouedraogo
• Connie Cooper Patterson**∆
  Derek James Ramsey-Aquino**∆
  Dominique Robinson∆
  Graceann Serene Roy***∆
• Nicole Denise Sammons
  Jeff D. Schoff

Human Resource Management

• Kevin Joseph Allie
  Angela Barthelemy
  Christina M. Bedwell
  Jessica D. Bolling
  Eric Joseph Brandt**∆
  • Tirzha S. Brown
  Judith Carter
• Martha Marissa Chavez∆
  • Dawan Collick∆
• Bianca T. Dentis
  • Jeremy Michael DiStephano**∆
  • James P. Doherty*∆
  • Kimberly A. Dunn*
• Susan M. Foreacre*
  Charles Glenn Garrett
  Jaclyn Ann Hall
• Kwame Krumah Harps, Jr.
  Ryan Joseph Harrison
  Alyia Z. Hasana∆
  Ebony Lé Janette Henderson
• Lawrence Hickman
  Mirella Matteo
  Raul Mexican*∆
  Miami Mia
• Stephanie April Mizener
• Mitchell Richardo Morris, Jr.
  Joni Annette Murphy
  Stephanie M. Ray***∆
  Lauren L. Reinhart
  Dana L. Scott
  Will R. Slade
  Nyhema Thomas
  Jacquelyn R. Wade
  Virginia F. Wallace*
• Hope Marie Washington*∆
  James S. Webb
  Lynn Pauline Wright
• Aaron Michael Young**∆

Marketing

• Jennifer Lynn Antonelli
• Eric Bell
• Joshua Adam Bogus
  Rachel Elizabeth Cannon
• Kori Lynne Chaney***∆
  Edith Chapman
  Olena A. Datseva**∆
• Diana Colleen Davis
  Emily Patricia Desimone
  Alexis M. DiOrrio
  Belinda A. Drabo
• Stephanie Renee Force
• Niem Meleik Green
• Andrew Scott Halko
John Fredric Hampton
• Amanda Kristine Herlache
• Shaina Lynn Howarth
• Maximilian Carroll Huber
Ryan Majka∆
• Cory Charles Maka*∆
Jaclyn Ann Manion
James H. Middleton III
William Moore
Timothy Nelson∆
Brianne Rose Raphael
Lauren E. Reale
Joshua Reiss
James E. Satekla**
• Fatima M. Sidee∆
Spyros Christopher Stergiotis
• Merrill Gary Sterner∆
Zachary Taylor Sweatt
Jordan R. Verbinnen
Le’Rhone A. Walker∆
Dylan F. Wiseman*∆
• Katelyn M. Wright
Amanda Maree’ Zirn*∆

Organizational Management
Paul Anthony Adams*∆
• Karyn B. Adebiyi
• Jonell Diane Allen
Kimberly J. Allison
Donna Alston*
• Ronald D. Andrews
• Ashley M. Barnes
• Deborah C. Betts
Stacy Bowser
Robert E. Brabson
• Keanon Anthony Brown
Arlene P. Carroll
Kalika Colbert
• Robert Douglas Coleman**
Kywand D. Collins
Robert Wade Conley, Jr.
Patricia L. Connors∆
• Georgia A. Cooper*
• Malcolm T. Coston
• Delvin DeAndre Darien∆
Michael E. Dean
• Celia I. Diaz*
Marlene Margaret Douglas
Deborah Ann Dunn
Roslyn M. Fountain
• Marcia Yvette Francis∆
• Lisa Renee Frazier
Amanda Elizabeth Gibson∆
• John Wayne Gifford∆
• Russell A. Giles∆
Tiffany Goins
Amanda A. Grenardo
• Cristina Maria Gunn
Lee Michelle Halloran
• Rebecca Ann Hannum***
David P. Hatt
Vonda Kay Hinton***
Deonn Hjelm***
• William James Hopkins∆
• Angel Lee Houston
Antonietta A. Howard**∆
MaryJane Mercy Igwe
John R. Jefferson
• Kurt Darnell Jefferson
Dilpreet Kaur Jhand***
Sheila T. Jones∆
Tami L. Kemske*∆
Brenda Lee Kibler
• Samuel David Killeen
• Christina Lynn Knote*∆
Jennifer Kuhn**∆
Ramona Carol-Ann Lashley
Miléred V. Little
• Ashley Nicole Logan
• John Robert Long, Jr.
Raymond M. Lorah
• Priscilla Lynch
• Livia Teixeira Martins∆
Autumn Bliss Masterson*∆
• Wanetha Joy Mattheu
Marina McLaughlin
• Michael Grove Miller
Natalee M. Milburn
• Ryan Monaghan**
Shaquille Akeem Monroe-Gaskins
Brian N. Moore∆
• Marilyn Kimberly Moore
Brian Micheal Neiman
Erin E. Niehorster*∆
• Joseph Francis Olvastro
Ray Byard Parsons
• James Douglas Patrick∆
• Eyris Cioffia Polzine
Paulette T. Rand***
Erica L. Richardson
Brenton Myers Ricketts***
Brooke Lynne Santiago**
• Charles Everett Shepherd
• Devon Courtney Swayne
Shirley Ellen Thom**
• Donald Corey Towles∆
Olga Tsavdar**
• Natasha R. Vunnava
Sherella D. Walker
• Kenneth W. Wallace*
• Brandon Maser Ward*∆
• Rachel Lauren Webb∆
Lisa Williams
Scott Thomas Williams
Duncan Eric Willie, Jr.**
Damian A. Wing
Linda Yonker
Brittany Lee Young

Sports Management
• Andrew Thomas Joseph Castagna
Nathaniel Martin Maxwell Goldman
Antoine Pierre Goode
• Christina Marie Gsell
Jordanne Emma Hoesli-Atkins*∆
William Ross Hyland
• Tiffany LaShelle Jones
Dušan Kojic
Raymond Henry Kuemmer
Sean M. Niebauer
Matko Novak
Charles Anthony Richardson
Cory Lee Silfies
Sherella D. Walker
Scott R. Ward
Linda Yonker

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Candidates for the Master’s Degree

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Master of Business Administration

• Gina Marie Acerbo
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Angela C. Barsuglia
  B.S., Rowan University
• Kyle Robert Bartz
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Michael Bellia
  B.S., Monmouth University
• Brenda Lee Bligen
  B.S., Liberty University
• Ashlyn Marie Bolte
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College
• Jewell S. Bond
  B.S., Cheyney University
• Andrew Jonathan Bowman
  B.S., Southern Illinois University
  Joshua Bowman
  B.A., University of Delaware
• Michelle A. Bruner
  B.S., Rutgers State University
  Eduard Theodoor Buurman
  M.S., University of Chicago
• Danielle Marie Carson-Varns
  B.S., Peirce College
• Christian Anthony Casteel
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Ivansessa Lee Cay
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Sherry Charleron
  B.S., Delaware State University
• Wilma Jene Cicchino
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Samantha Frame Clark
  B.A., Rowan University
  Mark A. Clarke
  B.S., Southern Illinois University
• John Russell Clemons, Jr.
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Brian Copes
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Angela Kellas Councell
  B.A., Washington College
• Matthew B. Crouch
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Penny Kay DeFrank
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Juan Carlo Destreza
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Sira Diakite
  B.S., University of Wyoming
• Alexander Francis DiTullio
  B.S., Gwynedd Mercy College
• LeMar S. Dixon
  B.S., Delaware State University
• Thomas M. Doherty
  B.A., Rutgers State University
• Jorge L. Dominguez
  B.S., Barry University
• Jamie Lea Anne Doughten
  B.A., University of Delaware
  Patrick Justin Drew
  B.S., Delaware State University
• Jeanna Rose DuBois
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Megan Christine Duffield
  B.S., Richard Stockton College
• Kari Elizabeth Duggan-Childs
  B.B.A., James Madison University
• Laura Eileen Dukes
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Taiane Bastos Fon
  B.B.A., Temple University
  John Patrick Forrest
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Jessica Duetsch Fresconi
  B.S., Lehigh University
  Krysten Maria Gentile
  B.S., Cabrini College
  Avante Nicole Graves
  B.B.A., Howard University
  Eric A. Green
  B.S., Delaware State University
• Holia Naja Hatoum-Mokdad
  M.S., University of Notre Dame
  B.A., Immaculata University
• Timothy Edward Hawley
  B.S., University of La Verne
• Bonnie M. Haynes
  B.A., Princeton University
Sandy Jacintha Henry  
B.S., Delaware State University

• Brittany Allison Hill  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Carol Enid Hopson  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Gregory Lawton Hovan  
B.S., Bridgewater State College

Tetyana Ilashvili  
B.S., Open University

Nilay Jain  
B.S., Richard Stockton College

Jamal James  
B.B.A., Delaware State University

• Augustus Junius  
B.S., Albertus Magnus College

• Cordia Magdaline Kellam  
B.S., Grambling State University

• Mehmet Emre Kocak  
B.S., Karadeniz Technical University

• Ali O. Kurucan  
B.S., Pamukkale University

• Celeste S. Little  
M.B.A., Wilmington University  
B.S., Peirce College

Peter William Lugaro  
B.S., Millersville University of Pennsylvania

Christine B. McCoy  
B.A., Bucknell University

• Angela Christine McDaniel  
B.S., Embry-Riddle Aeron

• Jason Stephen McFarland  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University  
B.S., Petrie College

Alan Curtis Middleton  
B.S., Southern Illinois University

• Christy Caban Miller  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Eric Paul Miller  
B.S., Florida Gulf Coast University

Laquan R. Miller  
B.S., Delaware State University

• Amanda Reiner Mitchell  
B.S., Wilmington University

Carloalexi Maniquiz Mora  
B.S., Wesley College

• Alena S. Novikava  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Neville M. Nyabiosi  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Laura Ashley Olenderski  
B.S., University of North Carolina

Christine Gesare Ondimu  
B.A., University of Nairobi

Bipin Dayalal Panchal  
B.S., Bundelkhand University

• Krishna Harikrishna Pandya  
B.A., Temple University

• Jeffrey Edward Paolini  
B.A., Rutgers State University

Euma A. Parana  
B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University

• Ricardo Samudio Pena  
B.S., Southwestern College

Alexander Stevenson Pinder  
B.S., Delaware State University

• Meghan Ann Pixley  
B.A., Georgetown University

Andrew Taylor Rhoades  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Charlene A. Richmond  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Melissa Jean Richwine  
B.A., University of Delaware

• Senol Sas  
B.A., Istanbul Commerce University

• Melissa Alison Sayers  
B.S., University of Delaware  
Kelli Ann Schiltt  
B.A., University of Delaware

• Albert James Schmidt  
B.A., University of Delaware

Hollie Kathleen Seaton  
B.S., Wilmington University

Jason Sedita  
B.A., St. John Fisher College

• Jean Hooke Sewell  
B.S., Salisbury University

David Matthew Shelor  
B.S., Wilmington University

Colleen Diane Sigle  
B.B.A., Western New England College

Crystal Lynn Sorce  
B.S., Wilmington University

Jesse M. Spampinato  
B.S., Clemson University

• Wesley Joseph Spruill  
B.S., Wilmington University

—* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Marsha Sharon Stepp  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Stephanie Dennis Swinton  
  B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan College

Diaraye Sylla  
  B.A., University of Delaware

Robert J. Tice  
  B.S., St. Joseph’s University

• Suzanne M. Topor  
  B.B.A., Wesley Center for Adult Studies

Aly Traore  
  B.S., Chestnut Hill College

Tyler Tucker  
  B.S., University Pittsburgh

• Stephen Charles Wagner  
  B.A., University of Delaware

• Renee Kristin Wassum  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Donald Fred Waugh  
  B.S., East Carolina University

William J. Wehmeyer  
  B.A., Houghton College

Joanne Whitaker  
  B.B.A., Cheyney University

• Wanda L. Wilson  
  B.S., Bellevue University

• Julie Lynn Wyatt  
  B.S., West Virginia University

Wenzhan Yang  
  Ph.D., University Louisiana Monroe

Ugur Yeni  
  B.S., Akdeniz University

Ayagoz Zhalbyrova  
  B.A., L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University

Accounting

Sunny Amin  
  B.B.A., Temple University

• Gloria Ewurama Boyce  
  B.S., Valley View University

• Kaliyl Victor Collins  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Mayata Coulibaly  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Cabrini College

Brianne Lauren Datz  
  B.S., Philadelphia University

• Aissata Sira Dembele  
  B.S., World Education Services

• Shakira Arnice Douglas  
  B.S., Strayer University

• Shaun Lee Gibbons  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Sandra Kay Johnson  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.A., Wesley College

• Carol A. McDaniel  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.B.A., Wesley College

• Rowena Timbol McKenna  
  B.S., College of the Holy Spirit

• Hannah Lee Miracle  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Joseph Mwangi Muchiri  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Delaware State University

Caleb Owusu - Donkor  
  B.S., University of Ghana

• Jeffery Parson  
  B.S., University of Pittsburgh

Cole M. Pearson  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Marc Pereira  
  B.S., The City University of New York

• Krystal B. Richardson  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Jose L. Rivera  
  B.A., Richard Stockton College

• Richard F. Squier  
  B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University

Kelly Marie Thomas  
  B.A., Marymount Manhattan College

Annvy Kollie Washington  
  B.B.A., University of Liberia

Environmental Stewardship

Raheeq Alkhudairi  
  B.S., Hashemite University

• Joanna C. Becker-Lippincott  
  B.S., York College of Pennsylvania

• Elizabeth A. Fleming  
  B.A., University of Delaware

• Alexandra Lynn Jozwik  
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University

Albert H. Moseley  
  B.S., University of Virginia

• Oscar Owusu Nimako  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Worcester State College

Benjamin W. Reed  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Jahzuyan M. Sawo  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.B.A., University of Liberia

Tanya Necceisia Whye  
  B.S., Cheyney University
Finance

- Olukayode M. Adeleye
  B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University
- Edmond Kwanye Agyapong
  B.S., Strayer University
- Maba O. Alabi
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Abeer Javed Ameer
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College
- Gazi Araseven
  B.S., Cankiri University
- George C. Brown
  B.S., Delaware State University
- Gina L. Calaquian
  B.S., Ateneo de Davao University
  Brian T. Castagna
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Sonere A. Clemmons
  B.S., Delaware State University
- Ryan J. Cowles
  B.S., West Virginia University
- Courtney Jo Cummings
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Gregory Michael DiDiego
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Belgin Duymaz
  B.A., Anadolu University
  Dylan Fonner
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Ajith Gandhi
  B.S., Osmania University
- Ray C. Garcia
  B.S., Franklin University
- Daniel Robert Giblin
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Keshia Cherelle Harris
  B.A., Clark Atlanta University
- Priyanka Kale
  B.S., Osmania University
- Lawrence K. Kennedy
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., City College of New York
- Ercument Kurubas
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Nazish Latif
  B.S. & M.S., Government College of Commerce
- Tonya D. Lochel
  B.A., University of the Arts
- El Moctar Maiga
  B.A., University of the District of Columbia
- Mary Wangari Mbata
  B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University
- Bonnie Rhine Metcalfe
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Christopher James Metzger
  B.S., Lebanon Valley College
  Alfonso J. Mimms, Jr.
  B.A., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
- Oscar Nsemwa
  B.S., Lincoln University
- Alexander Ostretsov
  B.S., Immaculata University
- Adam N. Raup
  B.A., Rutgers State University
- Lorance J. Rohlfing
  B.A. & B.S., University of Delaware
- Lukasz S. Rozwadowski
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University
- James L. Rutter
  B.S., Widener University
- Ozan Sari
  B.S., Balikesir University
- Payal H. Shah
  B.S., Gujarat Inst of Technical Education
- Bruce A. Shaver
  B.S., George Mason University
- Nellya Y. Shelchkova
  B.S., Gorky Ural State University
- Asmon Jamal Smith
  B.S., Peirce College
- Byeong-Ok Song
  M.S., Pennsylvania State University
- Joseph Philip Steuber, Jr.
  B.S., Widener University
- Erin Tawfik
  B.S., Alexandria University
- Ouusmane Thiam
  B.S., University of Bamako
- Ashley Lauren Toner
  B.A., University of Delaware
- Elif Ulusoy
  B.S., Anadolu University
- Nurlan Umbetov
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Zhezkazgan University
- Harika Vallakati
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.T., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Megan A. Wilson  
*B.S., Wilmington University*

- Disiree Ieshia Woodruff  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Emine Yeter  
  *B.S., Azerbaijan State Economic University*

- Jin Zhang  
  *B.S., Nanjing University of Science & Technology*

**Health Care Administration**

- Kayode Ayinde Abegunde  
  *M.B.A., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., University of Ado Ekiti*

- Deborah M. Akinola  
  *B.S.N., University of Delaware*

- Eileen Moraa Atandi  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Lauren Reed Avera  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Brian S. Bailey  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Samantha Rita Batdorf  
  *B.S., Wesley College*

- Sarah Kay Beabout  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Jacqueline M. Bennett  
  *B.A. & M.A., Rowan University*

- Michelle Cheryl Black  
  *B.S., Wesley College*

- Michelle E. Bordeaux  
  *B.A., Ashford University*

- Kanesha Ciera Brown  
  *B.S., University of South Carolina*

- Anthony Lorenzo Butler, Jr.  
  *B.S., Rutgers State University*

- Timothy James Collier  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Christopher Paul Dukes  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Quintonia R. Dunn  
  *B.S., Delaware State University*

- Edward Durst  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Abdrahmane Fané  
  *B.S., University of Bamako*

- Michael A. Ferraina  
  *B.A., Eckerd College*

- Vonetta Glenn  
  *B.A., Neumann University*

- Anthony Colby Jones  
  *M.S., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., University of Phoenix*

- Lauren Mary Kisela  
  *B.S., Bloomsburg University*

- B.S.N., Shepherd University*

- Joseph Levinstein  
  *B.A., Neumann University*

- Shawna Lewis  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Ashley Brooke Lynch  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Christine Elizabeth Makeda  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Bruce Martins  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Anthony C. Mbiirwe  
  *M.B.A., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., Africa Nazarene University*

- Shakina Danielle McClain-Woodruff  
  *B.A., Widener University*

- Andrew Joseph Neilio  
  *B.S.N., Drexel University*

- Andrew Nicholas  
  *M.B.A., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., Montclair State University*

- Shavaun Renee O'Rourke  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*

- Yvonne Poole  
  *B.B.A., Wesley College*

- Robert James Rivell  
  *B.S., Duke University*

- Mequoria Lynnette Roach  
  *B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University*

- Chiffon Yolanda Rogers  
  *B.S.N., Wilmington University*

- Rebecca Arlene Schulkowski  
  *Ph.D., University of Maryland*

- Brenda Elaine Snipes  
  *M.B.A. & M.S., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., University of Phoenix*

- Richard F. Squier  
  *B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University*

- Lakeisha Nichole Sullivan  
  *M.B.A., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., Delaware State University*

- Crystal Nykia Taylor  
  *M.B.A., Wilmington University*  
  *B.S., Grambling State University*

- Hagos Tesfaldet Tecle  
  *B.S., Southern Connecticut State University*

- Wayne Everett Tiller, Sr.  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*

- Malcolm Jerome Varnado  
  *M.B.A., Wilmington University*  
  *B.B.A., Wesley College*

- Da'Janaé Wilson-Moss  
  *B.S., Lincoln University*

Shannon Lee Leighty

25
Health Care Administration and Master of Science in Nursing: Leadership

- Lucy Addo-Cromwell
  B.S.N., University of Ghana
- Juliana Adeblimpde Adelaye
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
  Jamie Ennis Dickerson
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Felister Gatune
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Michelle R. Hailey
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
- Mary C. Lamborn
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
- Adeola Gabriel Obayanju
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Carmen Kinard Pal
  B.S.N., University of Rhode Island

- Edna Louise Parker
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
  Christian John Peterson IV
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
  Monica Quansah-Graham
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
- Barbara Ann Shepherd
  B.S.N., Widener University
- Ashley Renee Sinclair
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Janice A. Titano
  B.S.N., University of Delaware

Health Care Administration and Organizational Leadership

Jennifer Gayle Bouchard
B.S., Wilmington University

- Bernadette Machele Sims White
  B.S., Salisbury University

Homeland Security

- Jason M. Burd
  B.S., Rowan University
  Eric M. Candelario
  B.S., Wilmington University
  David B. Conrad
  B.S., Rutgers State University
- Kenneth Darby, Jr.
  M.S., Embry Riddle University Prescott, AZ
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.B.A., Wilmington University

- Peter Alfred Eckenrod
  B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University
- Phillip Anthony Hall
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Sherri Denise Martinez
  B.A., University of Delaware
  Maureen McCloskey
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Mark Nicholson
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Tyler Keith Parsons
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Bruce E. Perdue
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
- Timothy Donald Preszler
  B.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University
  B.S., Southern Illinois University
- Bettina Carmella Wilson
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.A., University of Delaware

Management Information Systems

Nana Osei Agyemang
B.S., Institute of Professional Studies

- Amrita Bhattacharya
  B.A., University of Pune
- Deliah S. Brantley
  B.S., Coastal Carolina University
- Bernard Ferrer Castro
  B.S., William Paterson College
- Stacey Dorene Chapman
  B.B.A., Wesley College
  Nashelle Cummiskey
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.A., Cheyney University
- Crystal D. DiMauro
  B.S., Wilmington University

- John M. Elasic
  B.A., Loyola College
  Aaron D. Frazier
  B.A., Eastern University
  Deborah A. Jackson
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Christopher Francis Kelly
  B.S., Eastern University
- Tanya R. Kerns
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College
  Ibrahim K. Konate
  B.S., Wilmington University

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Bryant Terry Lovin  
  B.S., Wesley College

• Mehmet Emre Ozdogru  
  B.S., Quincy College

• Paul Patrick Perry  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Lucy A. Pleasants  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Eric Stephen Prouty  
  B.S., Drexel University

• Craig Loreman Ross  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Shripal D. Shah  
  B.S., Gujarat University

• Elizabeth Jane Starr  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Derrick Stith  
  B.B.A., Northeastern University

• Vasyl Syerov  
  M.S., National University of Ukraine

• Janet Kristen Tanis  
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College
  Shana Victoria Theodore  
  B.B.A., Baruch College
  Jackelyn Nicole Warren  
  B.S., Kennesaw State University
  Jeffrey Wynne  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Dmitry Phillip Yevel  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College

Marketing Management

Nezih Akbas  
B.S., Uludag University

• Laura B. Bishop  
  B.S. & M.S., University of Delaware

• Shanée Patreece Blake  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Eric M. Boseman  
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University
  Steffan Levi Bradford  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Philip Windsor Burkhardt  
  B.S., Southern Illinois University Carbondale
  Kayla Michelle Chambers  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Kathleen N. Charlot  
  B.S., Delaware State University

• Leslie Anne Cook  
  B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University

• Madeline P. Dobbs  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Papisa Dounginn  
  B.S., Thanmasat University
  Shaun Michael Dwyer  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Stella J. Gibson Ponzo  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Delaware State University

Srinath Kasety  
M.S., Savannah College of Art and Design
  B.A., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University
  Hilmi Kilinc  
  B.S., Marmara University

• Paul Louis Knoll  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Rajesh J. Koomar  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Rachel Lee  
  B.S., Savannah College of Art and Design

• Tammy M. Lemire  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Rochelle Anita Mason  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Widener University

• Elisika Meresova  
  B.S. & M.S., Constantine the Philosopher University

• Anna Mezecka  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Daniel J. Moran  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Natalie Rose Ridgeway  
  B.F.A., Shepherd University

• Derrick Rayshawn Robinson  
  B.S., University of Delaware
  Teresa Jane Rothaar  
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Temple University

• Benjamin A. Schiebel  
  B.B.A., Robert Morris University

• Geervan H. Shah  
  M.S., New Jersey Institute of Technology
  Erica Marie Shinn  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  James Cody Thomas  
  B.B.A., Texas A&M University

• David Francis Vitale  
  B.S., United States Air Force Academy

• Andrew Thuo Wambugu  
  B.S., Wilmington University
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science in Nursing: Leadership
Dennis Asubonteng  
B.S., Immaculata University
Kimberly Grace Edson  
M.S., University of Delaware  
B.S., University of Medicine Dentistry  
B.A., University of Wisconsin

Organizational Leadership
Helen C. Anderson  
B.S., Wilmington University
Judith Ann Atkinson  
B.S., Rider University
• Katherine L. Austin  
B.S., Wilmington University
John Wesley Avera  
B.S., Wilmington University
• Kevin Richard Brown  
B.S., University of Delaware
Maria Winona Viray Casuga  
B.S., St. Louis University
• Miranda Denise Clifton  
B.A. & B.S., Wesley College
• Sylvia E. Davenport  
M.S., Catholic University of America  
B.S., Stevenson University
Danielle N. Davis  
B.S., Wilmington University
Donna Jean Dickson  
B.S., University of Phoenix
Toni Michelle DuPree  
B.S., Wilmington University
Vernon L. Dupree  
B.S., Wilmington University
• Daniel Peter James Durrbeck  
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Inst & State University
• Amia Chante’ Fisher  
B.A., Rutgers State University
• Victor Gonzalez  
B.S., Canisius College
• Dawn A. Gordon  
B.S., York College
Timothy A. Gretencord  
B.S., Purdue University
Taryn A. Halverson  
B.A., University of Delaware
• Elizabeth Lynn Hermansader  
B.S., Wilmington University

Dionne C. Hines  
B.S., Peirce College
Jamie L. Hovatter  
B.S., Wilmington University
Rajkumar Bharatbhai Jani  
M.B.A., Monroe College
• Liana Mika Jenifer  
B.S., Hampton University
• Wendal Elliott Lundy  
B.S., Wilmington University
Cheryl H. McFalls  
B.S., Thomas Edison State College
Fleur N. McDowell  
B.S., Wilmington University
• André Na’il McMillan  
B.B.A., Radford University
• Hugh J. McShane  
B.S., Drexel University
• Kelly Ann McShay  
B.A., Richard Stockton College
• James Reed Orick  
B.S., Wilmington University
• Cyndi Samantha Peterson  
B.S., Wilmington University
Vanessa F. Pla  
B.S., Lincoln University
• Stacia Helene Preston  
B.S., Gwynedd Mercy College
Anna Price  
B.S., University of California
• Gilbert Ernest Roberts, Jr.  
B.S., University of Delaware
• Angela Renee Simmons-Smith  
M.B.A., Wilmington University  
B.B.A., North Carolina Central University
• Ronald L. Smith  
B.A., Ashford University
• Taquoya Shonae Spaulding  
B.A., Clark Atlanta University
• David Edward Strickland  
B.S., Wilmington University
• Lynda Lee Thomas  
B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University
• Ira Sterling Thompson II  
B.S., Delaware State University
Wehneh Tidoe  
B.S., Lincoln University
Kristin Gale Trout  
B.S., Wesley College
• Jacqueline M. Whalley  
B.S., University of Delaware
• Jessica A. Winchester  
B.A., University of Central Florida

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
• Degree Conferring in August 2013/January 2014
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Accounting

• Cordelia Adell Bostic
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Cheyney University

• James Douglas Boykin
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Andrea Marie Bukay
  B.F.A., University of the Arts

• Bruce Edward Caulder, Jr.
  B.B.A., Widener University

• Justin M. Cunningham
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Thomas Joachim Cyhan
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Adam Yasmine Diakite
  B.S., University of Northern Colorado
  Yin Ding
  B.S., Zhongnan University of Economics and Law

• Belinda Renee Dukes
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Timothy P. Farrell
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Zony Stephen Foma
  B.S., Delaware State University

• Karla Renee Grier
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Andrew James Hasty
  B.A., St. Leo University

• Michael Hinchcliffe
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Brian Glenn Holliday
  B.A., University of Delaware

• John Patrick Houck
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Danielle Alice Huether
  B.A., University of Delaware

• Jessica Alicia Kemske
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Mohamed K. Khader
  B.C., Alexandria University

• Amy Lee
  B.S., University of Delaware
  Todd David Lionberger
  B.B.A., Wesley College
  Karla Kay Miller
  B.B.A., Wesley College
  Alida Nadie
  B.S., University of Ouagadougou

• Kenneth John Peisino
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Joseph Ronald Pelatzky
  B.S., Albright College
  B.B.A., McKendree College

• Peter J. Percheski, Jr.
  B.S., Rowan University
  Erica Ann Poore
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Shallon M. Poulson
  B.S. & M.B.A., Delaware State University

• Denise Tyrae Smith
  B.S., Hampton University
  Zackary Sorrentino Sutton
  B.S., Widener University
  Shannon Louise Thompson
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.B.A., Temple University

• Pednika Tonett White
  M.S.M., Wilmington University
  B.S., Delaware State University
Master of Science in Management

Jacquel J. Adams
B.S., Wilmington University
Moussa Camara
M.S., Wilmington University
B.S., Wilmington University
Richard Alexander Drake
M.S., Wilmington University
B.A., Salisbury University
Mark A. Fischer
B.A., Washington College
Tiffani Elaine Goins
B.S., Lincoln University
• Ashmir R. Gupton
  B.S., Richard Stockton College
• Michael William Hayman
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.A. & B.S., University of Delaware
Julien G. James
B.S., Delaware State University
Kenneth Schmid
B.A., Ashford University
Debbi Dee Thomas
B.A., Harding University
Jessica Valles
B.S., Wilmington University
• William H. Wightman III
  B.A., University of Delaware

Health Care Administration

Adeyimika Adepoju
B.S., Delaware State University
Tamara Katiana Alexandre
B.S., Delaware State University
• Lestley Arisi
  M.S., Delaware State University
  B.S., MOI University
• Jennifer Lynn Armstrong
  B.S., Drexel University
Amanda Bergstrom
B.S., Ferris State University
• Jaime Leslie Brown
  B.S., Virginia Wesleyan College
• Laura Ann Brown
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
• Lisa A. Brown
  M.S.M., Wilmington University
  B.S., Springfield College
• Rosette Janelle Campfort
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., Delaware State University
• William R. Culver II
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Preston Dogan
  B.S., Neumann University
• Sabarinadh Dosapati
  B.S., Bharathiar University
• Jennifer Elizabeth Ferzetti
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., University of Delaware
Pamela J. Fulton
B.S., University of Delaware
Semia L. Hackett
M.S., Wilmington University
B.S., Wilmington University
Raquel Genfi
B.A., University of Delaware
Christine Alma Holmes
B.S., Wilmington University
• Robert J. Hooks
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., Wilmington University
Christine L. Hopkins
B.S.N., University of Delaware
Nancy E. Howard
B.S., Wilmington University
Ernestine Hull
B.S., Eastern University
• Bharath Kumar Kakkireni
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University
• Kishore Kumar Kakumanu
  B.S., Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc.
Eric Koranteng
B.S., Wilmington University
Cheryl D. Landers
B.S., Wilmington University
• Suman Maharjan
  B.S., St. Cloud State University
Kiata T. Martin
B.S., Wilmington University
• Jennifer A. Mayhart
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Bodie D. McCoy
  B.S., University of Maryland
• Stephanie Annette McQueen
  B.S., Edinboro University of Pennsylvania

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Isaac P. Mills-Owoo  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Fayazoddin Mohamad  
B.S., Kakatiya University

Jemima D. Munnangi  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Mildred Butts Munoz  
M.S.M., Wilmington University  
B.B.A., Monroe College

• Sateesh Mypati  
B.S., Sri Venkateswara Institute of Medical Science

Okechukwu Iheanyi Ndukuba  
M.S., Wilmington University

Gareth Nichols  
B.S., Wilmington University

Michael Ottis O’Brian  
B.A., University of Delaware

• Sharon Pollard  
B.S., Widener University

Korotimi Sanou  
B.A., Edinboro University of Pennsylvania

• Thomas M. Shabazz  
M.S.M., Wilmington University  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.B.A., Wilmington University

• Saleem Basha Sheik Mohammad  
M.B.A., Northern Virginia Community College  
B.S., Sri Venkateswara Institute of Medical Science

• Dawn C. Shutak  
B.S., Widener University

• Lauren C. Sickler  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Robert John Sullivan  
B.S., Canisius College

• Karteek Talluri  
B.S., NTR University of Health Sciences

Angelina Thompson  
B.B.A., Wilmington University

Kimberly D. Widener  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Brittany Anise Taylor Williams  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.A., Delaware State University

• Donald Jamal Williams  
B.A., Wesley College

• Mary Therese Williams  
B.S., Immaculata University

Beverly L. Wilson  
B.S., University of Delaware

• Maima Salifu Zuo  
B.S., Cuttington University

Health Care Administration  
and Human Resource Management

• Michelle Yvette Smith  
B.S., Delaware State University

Terez Trott  
B.S., Wilmington University

Health Care Administration and Master of Business  
Administration: Organizational Leadership

Rhoda Simpson  
B.S., Wilmington University

Health Care Administration and  
Master of Science in Nursing: Leadership

• Probyn Sonnie Allen  
B.S.N., Wilmington University  
B.A., Kean University

Kenneth Alfonso Brayboy  
M.A., Eastern University  
B.S.N., Drexel University  
B.S., St. Joseph’s University

• Rachael Allmond Bryant  
B.S.N., Wilmington University

• Laura Lindmeier  
B.S.N., Rutgers State University

• Cheryl Ann Scott  
B.S.N., Immaculata University

Jessica Christine Shinn  
B.S.N., University of Delaware

• Kellee Tiffany Sorrell  
B.S.N., Immaculata University

• Danielle Weber  
B.S.N., Neumann University

Health Care Administration  
and Public Administration

Sebastian Alejandro Rodriguez  
B.S., Instituto Universitario de Relaciones Públicas

Homeland Security

Jamie Louise Gill  
B.S., Wilmington University

Adam Tyler Hibbit  
B.S., Wilmington University

• John Raymond Jones  
B.B.A., Wesley College

• Eileen M. Mantici  
B.S., Widener University

• Toni Tushid Matthews-El  
B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University

• Michael George Melnick  
B.S., Wilmington University
• Justin August Moy  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Magan Nicole Patras  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Elizabeth Ann Santolupo  
B.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University

• Timothy Jon Sarchett  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Karen Ann Sheats  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.S., University of Delaware

Khalif Vandross  
B.A., Delaware State University

Homeland Security and Public Administration

• Michael E. Mendoza  
  B.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University

Human Resource Management

• Kimberly A. Albanese  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Kim S. Anderson  
  B.S., Pierce College

Jasmine Kattelle Bond  
B.S., Delaware State University

Amber Lynn Broughton  
B.B.A., Wesley College

Jennifer A. Copes  
B.A., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

• Shakeema Shalice Crippen  
  B.S., Delaware State University

Lynnette Darnell  
B.S., University Puerto Rico

Eric Diffendall  
B.S., University of Delaware

Britney A. Hodge  
B.A., Widener University

Raginee K. Joshi  
B.S., Mabaraja Sayaju Rai Univ of Baroda

Marnique J.B. Lee  
B.S., Salisbury University

• Kennan E. Lubeley  
  B.A., Elon University

Michael E. Mendoza  
B.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University

Cherie L. Parker  
B.S., Wilmington University

Julie Ann Phillips  
B.A., Washington College

Erin Serena Pia  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Derrdre Shree Tolston  
  M.S., Wilmington University

Janitzio Valdez  
B.S., Salisbury University

David A. Walker  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Margaret Louise Dolan Webb  
  B.S., University of Delaware

Human Resource Management and Health Care Administration

• LaShanda Renee Johnson  
  B.S., University of Delaware

Human Resource Management and Organizational Leadership

• Tracy Emily Bailey  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Richard Alan Brewer  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• DeAna Castro  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Dandrea Vanettra Kittles  
M.S.M., Wilmington University  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.S., Wilmington University

Human Resource Management and Public Administration

• Yolanda Nanette Christian  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Management Information Systems

Harriet Carter  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Russell Carl Weaver III  
  B.S., DeVry University

Marketing

• Crystal Y. Bailey  
  B.S., Millersville University of Pennsylvania

Anastasia Belova  
B.S. & M.S., Juniata College

• Ivonne Marcela Cortes  
  B.S., Pontifical Xavierian University

Natalie Louise Costello  
B.A., Salisbury University

Janell Nicole Johnson  
B.S., Delaware State University

Garrett Price Lee  
B.S., Embry Riddle Aeronautical University

Betty M. Maina  
B.A., University of North Carolina

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Organizational Leadership
Adham Assad Almassou
B.S., Wilmington University
Adrienne A. Anderson-Ferrell
B.S., Wilmington University
• Charles Allen Boyd
   B.S., Kaplan University
• Crystal Shante Cammile
   B.A., Wesley College
• Linda M. Cox
   B.S., Temple University
Amber Nichole Dobson
M.S.M., Wilmington University
B.S., Delaware State University
Phillip Guy Donaway
B.S., Wilmington University
Liam Sean Donohue
B.S., Wilmington University
• Ebonee Nicole Hawkes
   B.S., Delaware State University
Kendra Elaine Haynes
B.S., University of Delaware
Sally J. Healy
B.S., University of Delaware
• Taquia Denise Hearn
   B.S., Lincoln University
Tyra Ingram
B.A., University of Delaware
Romelia LaClay Jackson
B.S., Campbell University
Averell Aaron Johns
B.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University
Cory Larsen
M.S., Air University
M.S., Wilmington University
B.A., University of Saint Thomas
Holly O. Lorelli
B.A., University of Delaware
• Gabrielle Snyder Marlow
   B.S., University of Delaware
• Lori A. Marvain
   B.A., Hofstra University
• Jacob Daniel Meehan
   B.S., Wilmington University
• Shawn Jarod Moore
   B.S., Bowie State University
Andrea K. Morris
B.A., Temple University
• Christina Lynn Russell
   B.S., Wilmington University
Gloria Serwa-Gyimah
B.S., Wilmington University
• Laresa Erenne Shefton
   B.A., Eastern University
Maurice T. Stanley
B.S. & M.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University
Taneisha Liquel Whitaker
B.S., Wilmington University
Organizational Leadership and Public Administration
Warren Ivan Lingham
B.S. & M.S.M., Wilmington University
Public Administration
• Maxwell Anum-Addo
   M.B.A., University of Phoenix
   B.A., University of Ghana
• Deborah Louise Bradl
   M.S., Wilmington University
   B.A., University of Pittsburgh
Linda Lee Farrow
M.S.M., Wilmington University
B.S., Wilmington University
• Michael Joseph FitzPatrick
   B.S., Wilmington University
Lauren Graves
B.A., University of Delaware
Desmond Hughes
B.S., Wilmington University
• Byron Lee Jefferson, Sr.
   B.A., Kean University
Ruth Dayton Jeffries
B.S., University of Maryland
Christina Ann Kulisek
B.S., Widener University
Jamshid Laghaei
M.S., University of Delaware
• Joseph L. Lawton IV
   B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University
Tara S. Matthews
B.A., Lock Haven University
Erica Celeste Melman  
B.S., University of Delaware

• Zachary Thomas Plummer  
B.S., East Carolina University

• Marsha Rogers  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Sheree Lynnea Sample-Hughes  
B.A., Delaware State University

• Tyler LaBert Sandford  
B.A., Cabrini College

• Tysha Reneé Staten  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Carol Anne Timmons  
B.B.A., Wilmington University

• Lisa C.V. White  
B.A., Temple University

Oniesha Naquon Wiggins  
B.S., Wilmington University

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Candidates for the Doctoral Degree

DOCTOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Dwayne Dixon
B.S., Norfolk State University
M.B.A., Rutgers State University
Dissertation: The Internet Adoption and Usage of the Mature Life-Segment Consumer through the Eyes of the Triandis’ Model of Interpersonal Behavior.

Gertrude Eguue-Obazee
B.S., Jackson State University
M.B.A., Northwestern Oklahoma State

Michael Einstein
B.S., Union College
M.B.A., New York University
Dissertation: The Impact of a Targeted Training Program on E-mail System Processing Capabilities and Self-Perception of E-mail Overload.

Faith Elliot-Rossing
B.S., Clemson University
M.S., Wilmington University
Dissertation: An Examination of the Influence of Local Government Structure, Economic and Demographic Parameters as Predictors of Public Debt and Expenditures in Maryland Counties.

Nicole Evans
B.S., University of Delaware
M.S., Wilmington University
Dissertation: A Cross-Sectional Descriptive Study of Graduate Students’ Perceptions of Learning Effectiveness in Face-to-Face and Online Courses.

Guillermina Gonzalez
B.S., Universidad Iberoamericana
M.A., University of Delaware

Ashley Weed Harnisch
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
M.B.A., Wilmington University
Dissertation: Improving Cultural Intelligence through Experiential Learning in Nontraditional Adult Students at a Small Mid-Atlantic University MBA Program.

Gerald Herbison
B.S., Ithaca College
M.S., The American College
Dissertation: Focused and Learnable Competency Model for the Life Insurance-Based Financial Services Front-Line Field Leader.

Monica Kay
B.S., University of Maryland- Eastern Shore
M.B.A., University of the District of Columbia
Dissertation: Identification of Factors that Affect Project Management Adoption and Implementation within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Evelyn Money
B.S., Salisbury University
M.B.A., Salisbury University
Dissertation: Design and Evaluation of a Decision Aid to Help Accounting Students at a Mid-Atlantic College Make Ethical Decisions.

Hemanth Mukkamala
B.S., University of Madras
M.B.A., Wilmington University

Olufemi Odeyinde
B.S., Nigerian Defense Academy
M.S., New Jersey Institute of Technology
Dissertation: Information Privacy Concerns of Undergraduate Students in a Nigerian University and Their Willingness to Provide Personal Information to Transact on the Internet.

* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Fathony Rahman  
B.A., Trisakti University  
M.S., Gadjah Mada University  
Dissertation: Effect of Firm Scale and CSR Scope on Consumer Attitudes and Intentions.

• Pedro Santana  
B.A., University at Buffalo  
M.S., Eastern Connecticut State University  
Dissertation: Middle States Chief Student Affairs Officer Roles and Succession Planning Considerations.

• Michael Schirmer  
B.S., Kettering University  
M.B.A., University of North Carolina at Wilmington  
Dissertation: Minority Business Certification Programs in a Mid-Atlantic State: Participants' Perceptions of Capacity Building.

Tami Sherman  
B.S.N., Villanova University  
M.B.A., Wilmington University  
Dissertation: Parents' Preferences Regarding Administering an Animal-Derived Versus a Synthetic Medication to their Newborn Infant.

• David Silverman  
B.A., St. John's University  
M.B.A., St. John's University  
Dissertation: The Group Purchasing Organization's Economic Value to the Not-For-Profit Hospital: What are the Determinants of Value?

• Lucille Janet Trout  
B.A., Eastern University  
M.S., Wilmington University  
Dissertation: A Study of Attitudes toward Women Serving in Any Office if Elected by the Ministerial Constituency of the United Pentecostal Church International.

• Joseph Weeks  
B.S., Goldey Beacom College  
M.B.A., Goldey Beacom College  
Dissertation: A Cross Sectional Study of the Differences Between Generation, Learning Style, Modality and Learning Outcomes Within a Faculty Development Program.

Jean Paul Yobol  
B.S., University of Brescia  
M.S., University of Hertfordshire  
Dissertation: International Student Satisfaction with Student Support Services at Wilmington University.

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Advisory Committee Members

**Accounting**
Shelley M. Hastings
Susan J. Keiser
Robert MacCloskey
Gabrielle McClure-Nelson
John McManus II
Charles David Nelson
Dana Rubenstein
Judith Scarborough
Karen C. Smith
Jennifer Cohan
Carole Cummings
Andy DiSabatino
Arthur Ericson
Ed Geletka
Ralph Giraud
Richard Heffron
Michael Hutchinson
Mark Kleinschmidt
Richard Krett
Mark Lannon
Susan Pedersen
Ellen Plummer
Eric Poch
Sherry Read
Wendie Stabler
Courtney Steward
John Van Gorp
Thomas Wagner, Jr.
Monica Washington

**Business Management**
David Debski
Colin Kelley
Mark Miller
Lisa Stoner
Lisa Strusowski
Michael Terranova
Kathy Weiner
Ross Weiner
Jeff Banning
Jeff Bauer
Jeff Bross
Barbara Chamberlain
John Clayton

**Finance**
John Bish
Jose Echeverri
Donna Mitchell
Karen Simpson
Robert Strong
Eftihia Zerefos

**Marketing**
Brian Cunningham
Al Lupo
Allen Putman
Garth Warner

**Sports Management**
Charma Bell
Michael Colman
Brett Cooper
Chris Kemple
Keith Law
Aaron Moser
Nancy Myshko

**Organizational Management**
Richard Burton
Joseph Kwiatkowski
Dawn Powell
June Roux

**Human Resources Management**
Sharon Abrams
Daniel Bloom
Patricia Claghorn
Patrick Conway
Richard Dann
Patti DePlasco
Wendi Foltz
Dennis Malloy
David J. Puma
Joel Rudin
College of Education

Candidates for the Associate Degree

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Early Childhood Education
• Chelsea Jordan Amin∆
• Oretha Bernadette Fleming

Candidates for the Baccalaureate Degree

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Career and Technical Education
• Deborah Michelle White Mark J. Wilson**∆

Early Childhood Education
Nicole Joanne Bolin***∆
Kaitlyn P. Bottjer∆
• Loretta Elizabeth Breen Ryan Rebecca Carpenter∆
Jina M. Cherico∆
• Danielle Marie Davis Tiffany M. Eley∆
Oveta C. Fullman
• Keira A. Hall
Elizabeth A. Hignutt
• Kristen Lee Hojnowski∆
• Cindel Marie Jones
• Lacey D. Kavanagh
• Shayna LeNae Moon
• Tiyana Nichol Mullen∆
Roseann M. Musermici
Megan Elizabeth Phillips∆
Kyo Terri-Lee Romisch
• Dawn Sartin-Rice
• Regina Marie Squitieri*∆
Alexis M. Vasaturo

Elementary Education
• Sarah Elizabeth Adamek;***∆
Nicole E. Anderson
• Sara Marie Anderson∆
Meggan Elizabeth Apgar
Amanda C. Arnold
Gina Rose Augustine*∆
Katherine Elizabeth Baker**∆
• Rebekah Joy Barth Hunter
• Brooke Jane Berger**∆
• Carmen Moscoso Bohenick
• Kelly Nicole Bowden∆
Ryan R. Brock
• Jessica Marie Brown**∆
Amanda M. Buckley
Molly Gina Burgess∆
• Sarah Colleen Byrd∆
Kailyn Beth Cain∆
Kaitlyn E. Cloud∆
Jaclyn A. Collins
• Cali Ashlynn Connor
• Jordan Elaine Coxe
• Eric Joseph Croce***∆
• Megan Eileen Cusack∆
Mary Christina Darling
Brooke E. Davenport
• Jenna Ellen Davis∆
Caitlin A. Davolos

• John B. Edwards, Jr.**∆
Jamie L. Faust*∆
• Catherine Elaine Ford**∆
Katherine Margaret Gaffney∆
• Nicole Marie Gebhart
• Shelby Noelle Gillis*∆
Leslie Godwin∆
• Elizabeth Ann Haines*∆
• Brooke Hannah Haley*∆
• Stephanie Michele Hanby∆
Kristin Marie Hancherick∆
• Lori Marie Harrison∆
Taylor Paige Hendrickson
• Jessica Ann Hertsenberg∆
• Matthew Joseph Hill*
Christine Nicole Hulse
• Jennifer Leigh Ingram∆
• Danielle Louise Jackson
Andrea Michelle James
Caroline Nicole Jeannette∆
Chelsea R. Johnson
Leanne Rose Koper∆
John M. Luciano
• Adriana Celeste Marigliano*∆
Kristina Mae McCrea∆
• Erin Elizabeth McGinley
• Kristyn Beth McKinnon*∆
Heather M. Mirto∆

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Amanda L. Mitchell
• Paul Francis Mitchell*∆
Stacey Renee Moody
Tara Nicole Murphy∆
Ebonni Roshai Myatt∆
• Brian J. Needs
• Casandra D. Needs
Jessica R. Palese
• Kimberly Diane Pankok*∆
• Jennifer Anne Park**∆
• Madalyn M. Patterson**∆
• William Markley Poore
Jason Isaac Raymond
Nicole Marie Rehbach∆
Kristen Diana Riggitano**
Alexander R. Roberts
Farah Sabahat∆
Gina M. Sammler∆
Amelia Brooke Schrock*∆
Sharon A. Shehan***∆
Amanda L. Shores
• Jacqueline Anne Sloven
Andrew George Snyder∆
Panayi Athanasiou Stephanos∆
Barbara Jean Styer***∆
• Monica J. Swaney∆
Taurean Taylor*∆
• Nicholas James Thompson**∆
• Katrina Ann Tobin∆
Kelsey L. Trate∆
• Kelsey Lee Trout∆
• Crystal Michelle Truitt∆
Rachel Elizabeth Vaughn**∆
• Adriana Renee Vega
Kristen M. Walton∆
Blakely Q. Webb
Ivana Ashley Welch∆
• Carly Brooke Whaley∆
Michelle Whiteman∆
• Angela M. Willoughby∆
Lauren Ashley Wingrove
• Margaret Mary Woodcock*∆
• Jory Marie Yerkie∆
Virginia Mae Yolton
• Alyson Marie Zuber

Middle Level Education
Danielle Renee Campagnini
Kirsten A. Campanella∆
• Alicia Lynne Cannon
Denise L. DeLoretto***∆
• Bradley Scott DuBois∆
• Jeffrey Alexander DuBois
• Zachary S. Feron
• Kyle James Hoffman
Rebecca L. Morris∆
• Kathryn Anne Nixon∆
Kristy R. Pflumm*∆
Bryan James Probst
• Candace Marie RAYSOR
• Russell John Sands∆
• Amber Jean Smith
• Chalisa Lynnette Smith∆
Lennon A. Snow∆
• Casey Lynn Stanhope***∆
Taylor Lynn Swalm
• Jeffrey Jude Szczubelek***∆
• Jessica Lynn Thompson∆
• Johnny Monroe Tucker, Jr.*∆
Robert David Wiest III∆
• Debra Wylie∆
Secondary Teaching
Nihessah J. Almond
M.A., Strayer University
B.S., Temple University
Jonie C. Barillaro
B.S., Wilmington University
• Joseph John Bolinski
  B.A., Ursinus College
• Brandon M. Bond
  B.S., Rutgers State University
• Lewis A. Brooks
  M.B.A., Central Missouri State University
  B.B.A., Texas Technical University
Michael V. Burke
B.A., Richard Stockton College
Bradford Thomas Cannon
B.A., University of Delaware
• Pasha Susan Chard
  B.A., Bryn Mawr College
  Matthew Quinn Coogan
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Steven Lee Deakyne
  B.S., University of Delaware
Matthew Bryan Faulkner
B.A., Wesley College
• Sarah Ann Ferguson
  B.A., University of Delaware
• Evelin Gonzalez
  B.S., Delaware State University
Fredrick N. Hendrickson, Jr.
B.A., Temple University
Michael Edward Holland
B.S., University of Delaware
Katrina E. Hunt
B.A., Ursinus College
Dion Terrell Hutt
M.A., Wilmington University
B.E., University of Delaware
Brandon C. Johnson
B.A., University of Delaware
• Spiro-John F. Kikrilis
  B.A., University of Pittsburgh
  Kathryn Ann Kuczmarski
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  B.A., Rutgers State University
  Sharon Joyce Lapinsky
  B.S., University of Charleston
• Amanda Lorraine Lilly
  B.S., Barton College
• Melissa J. Long
  B.S., Rowan University
• Garrett Browne Lyons
  B.A., University of Virginia
• Jordan Charles Marvel
  B.A., University of Delaware
• Vivian R. McCoy
  B.S., Philadelphia University
Rasheeda Amina McIntosh
B.S., Wilmington University
• Lori Ann McNabb
  B.S., Stevenson University
Nicole M. Michelitch
B.A., State University of New York
Michael D. Morton
B.S., University of Delaware
• Scott Andrew Myers
  B.A., Albright College
• Danielle Christine Pallia
  B.A., Randolph Macon College
Katherine Christine Pizzullo
B.A., University of Delaware
Briana McDonwell Porter
B.A., St. Mary's College
• Mia Primas
  B.S., Rutgers State University
• Jann K. Rollins
  B.A., Washington College
• Edward R. Schone
  B.S., Wilmington University
   Randy H. Sheppard II
   B.S., Salisbury University
• Brandy Nicole Short
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Janet Elizabeth Smith
  B.A., St. Mary-Woods College
Krisha R. Smith
B.S., University of Delaware
• Nathan Louis States
  B.A., University of Delaware
• Jeffrey Lee Thomas  
  B.S., University of Pittsburgh  
• Amanda E. Tobiansky-Adams  
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College  
• Mark Alan Vankerkhoven  
  B.S., Wilmington University  

Applied Educational Technology  
• Erin Nicole Bailey  
  B.S., Wesley College  
• Rachel Elizabeth Bloemer  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Andrea Anna Bonacasa  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
• Gerald William Card, Jr.  
  B.A., Wilmington University  
  Victoria M. Celli  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
  Janine Frances Conley  
  M.S., University of Pennsylvania  
  B.S., Widener University  
• Ariel Lee Conlon  
  B.A., Neumann University  
• Kimberly Ann Cross  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Alison Paige Dunn  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Barbara Euculano Elder  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
  Kimberly Purnell Galloway  
  B.S. & M.Ed., Wilmington University  
• Brian Gillespie  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Kristin Lynn Gillespie  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Gilbert Elliot Gonzalez  
  B.A., Rowan University  
• Elena Marie Guyer  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
• Emily May Hoover  
  B.A., University of Delaware  
• Alison L. Hyland  
  B.A., Rutgers State University  
  Valerie Angela Kauffman  
  B.A., Bob Jones University  
• Courtney Lynn Kendall  
  B.S., Salisbury University  
• Jeanine Marie Kersch  
  B.S., Lehigh University  

Lyndsey Leuterio  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
• Gwen L. Marsh  
  B.M., University of Delaware  
• Colleen Martini  
  B.S., West Chester University  
• Robin Lynn McCarter  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
• William Patrick Noah  
  B.S., Salisbury University  
• Daniel John O’Connor  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Diane Marie O’Connor  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Jennifer E. Patel  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Melissa Ann Rapp  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
• Irene Retzos  
  B.S., University of Maryland  
  B.A., University of Maryland  
• Ashley Marie Reynolds  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Gregory Kyle Reynolds  
  B.A., Delaware State University  
• Meghan Elizabeth Roop  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Nicole M. Schaefer  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
• Corey Gerard Shepherd  
  B.A., University of Delaware  
• Donneka Sheree Slade  
  B.A., Bennett College  
• Stephanie Michelle Sorensen  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
• Carla Maria Spittle  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
• Mary Quackenbush Stokes  
  B.S., Wesley College  
• Mujahedullah Hussani Syed  
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Erin Nicole Tanner  
  B.A., University of Delaware  

Phillip Emanuel Vaughn  
B.A., Delaware State University  
• Lesley-Anne Bendlin Wallace  
  B.A., University of Delaware  
• Robert B. Zerbato  
  B.A., DeSales University  

MASTER OF EDUCATION
• Christina Leigh Taylor  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Kathryn P. Taylor  
  B.A., Principia College

• Ada Marie Todd  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Brittany Cherie Tracy  
  B.S., Salisbury University

• Patrick Brooks Twilley  
  B.S., Drexel University

• Peggie M. Weader  
  M.S., St. John's University  
  B.A., Hartwick College

• Kari Ann Widdoes  
  B.A. & B.S., University of Rhode Island

• Joshua P. Wiley  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
  Lindsey Tracy Williams  
  B.S., Wesley College

• Jennifer B. Wilson  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
  Meghan Woodin  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
  Valerie Brooks Wright  
  B.A., University of Delaware

Career and Technical Education

• Margaret Trofa Booth  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware

• Bryan W. Bryant  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Pamela M. Caldwell  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Patrick Hunter Hughes  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Elise Marie Knable  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.A., Wesley College

• Matthew James Lewis  
  B.A., University of Delaware  
  Jacqueline Yvette Stuchlik  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Leslie A. Williams  
  B.S., Shippensburg University

• Joshua Allen Zimmerman  
  B.S., Delaware State University

Elementary Special Education

Ashley Jennifer Marie Adlam-Hernandez  
  B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University

• Khalilah Shereen Ali  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Christina Grace Andrews  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.A. & M.P.A., University of Delaware

• Dennis L. Arden  
  B.S. & M.A., Wilmington University

• Chelsea Rae Armstrong  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Stacy Marie Baptiste  
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University  
  Charlotte Tiesha Bartee  
  B.A., Rowan University

• Amanda Eileen Brown  
  B.A., Rutgers State University  
  Robin K. Burns  
  B.S., Salisbury University

• Heather Nicole Bush  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
  Alexander Reed Carter  
  B.S., Delaware State University  
  Mary Patricia Casey  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Marisa Catalano  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
  Lauren Michelle Cataldi-May  
  B.S., University of Delaware  
  B.M., University of Delaware

• Cameron David Crawford  
  B.A., University of Central Oklahoma  
  Brian Peter Daube  
  B.S., Albright College

• Viviane M. De Souza  
  B.S., World Education Services

• Kennisha DeAllie  
  B.S., John Jay College of Criminal Justice  
  Robert Derp  
  B.S., Johnson & Wales University

• Christian Ryan Dickson  
  B.A., Richard Stockton College

• Rachel Lynn Donaldson  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.A., University of Delaware  
  John Patrick Driscoll  
  B.A., Thomas Edison University

• Samantha Ann Earley  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Andrea Nicole English  
  B.S., University of Delaware

---
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• Stephanie Taylor Ferro  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

• Michael Paul Grabowski  
  B.S., Regent University

• Sandra Irene Butler Gregory  
  B.S., Lee University
  Angela Lindsay Grone  
  B.A., Richard Stockton College
  Katie L. Guerrero  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  B.S., Immaculata University

• Beatrice Hammond-Trader  
  B.S. & M.Ed., Wilmington University

• Michael Paul Grabowski  
  B.S., Regent University

• Stephanie Ann King  
  B.A., University of Delaware

• Patty Jo Knapp  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Mary Elizabeth Langlois  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  B.A., Edward Williams College
  B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University

• Jessica Farley  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Courtney Lynne Lauer  
  B.S., University of Delaware
  Lauren M. Leadbeater  
  B.A., University of Delaware
  Danielle K. Lehman  
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Samantha L. Leloux  
  B.S., University of Maryland
  Katherine Margaret Leonard  
  B.A., University of Massachusetts

• Kristina Ada Magnin  
  B.S., Wesley College
  Susan Marie Manning  
  M.S., Indiana University
  B.A., Westfield State College

• Raymond Manh  
  B.S., Jacksonville University

• Timothy Francis Xavier McAndrew  
  B.A., Rowan University
  Amanda McDonnell  
  B.A., University of Delaware

Alexis E. Millman  
B.S., University of Central Florida

Christina Michelle Minus  
B.A., Lincoln University

Jaclyn Natale  
B.A., Richard Stockton College

• John Mark Nehrbas  
  B.S. & M.Ed., Wilmington University

• Ryan Charles Nixon  
  B.A., McDaniel College

• Laura Kathleen Pedersen  
  B.S., Immaculata University

• Megan Leigh Pink  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Sturgis Charles Powell  
  B.S., University of Maryland Eastern Shore
  Kaitlyn Quinn  
  B.S., Bloomsburg University
  Brooke Leigh Rubin  
  B.A., Franklin & Marshall College

• Kristen Beth Sanders  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Krystina K. Sapienza  
  B.A., Rutgers State University
  Krystal Quillin Schlissler  
  B.S., Frostburg State University

• Shanann Schmal  
  B.A. & M.A., California St. University
  Darnell L. Schul  
  B.S., Virginia Technical University
  Emily M. Shick  
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Lauren Sarah Sigmund  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Alyson Lee Silva  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Gina Danielle Siringo  
  B.A., State University of New York
  Julie C. Solorzano  
  M.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
  B.A., Kean University

• Annette Corinne Stewart  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  B.A., University of Delaware
  Larry Jason Stoeckel  
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Sarah Higgings Street  
  B.S., Frostburg State University

• Jamie Ann Swartz  
  B.A., Rutgers State University

• Katelyn Ann Thomas  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  B.A., Hood College
• Rachel Caroline Thomas
  B.A., University of Delaware
• Stephanie E. Toronto
  B.A., University of Delaware
• Kyle Stephen Travis
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Jennifer Vikari
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Linda S. Webb
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Jennifer L. Whitehead
  B.S., Towson University
• Bridger Whitesell
  B.A., Elizabethtown College
• Laura Anne Williams
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
• Jennifer L. Wilson
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  B.A., Wilmington University
• Christina Anne Yingling-Smith
  B.S., Lock Haven University

Elementary Studies

• Lori Sue Aldrich
  B.S., Purdue University
• Samantha Jill Anderson
  B.A., Temple University
• Carrie Ann Apter
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Stefanina Frances Baker
  B.A., York College of Pennsylvania
• Kathryn Frances Battista
  B.S., York College of Pennsylvania
• Khayree E. Bey
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Amrit Pal Kaur Bhela
  B.S., Punjab University
• Shannon J. Bray
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Adam Wayne Broyles
  M.B.A., Colorado State University
  B.S., West Virginia University
• Margaret Mary Burd
  B.A., Rowan University
• Sharon Ann Cannon
  B.S., Towson University
  Danielle Cauley
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University

Beatriz Adriana Cervantes
  M.Ed., Lesley College
  B.A., Franklin & Marshall College
• Mallory Ann Chase
  B.M., Westminster Choir College
• Kathleen Ann Cheadle
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Daniel C. Combs
  B.A., University of Maryland
• Heather Lynn Comer
  B.A., Salisbury University
• Brittany Kristyl Cox
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Sharon L. Crockett
  B.S., Towson University
• Julia Alexander Derrick
  B.A., University of Virginia
  James M. Dietler
  B.A., Salisbury University
• Meghan Meriah Garrett
  B.A., Eastern University
• Susan Elizabeth Germak
  B.A., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
  Jesse James Glanden
  B.S. & M.B.A., Wilmington University
  Edward C. Graney
  B.F.A., University of Delaware
  Rachel Juliana Hansson
  B.A., Rutgers State University
• Shanée Denise Hayman
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Margareta Hilario
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Jennifer Sara Hill
  B.S., Washington College
  Breonna Ne’Kisha Hopkins
  B.A., Delaware State University
• Chelsea Rose Kraft
  B.A., University of California
  Lauren Gazzerro Kubler
  B.S., Wilmington University
• Courtney Nicole Lanza
  B.A., Rutgers State University
• Kelly C. Lloyd
  B.S., Salisbury University
  Sara Elizabeth Lucid
  B.A., Pennsylvania State University
• Ronald C. Maiuri
  B.S., University of Delaware
• Amber Renae Vera Martin
  B.S., Delaware State University
• Maureen E. McBride
  B.A., University of Dayton
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Jessica L. McCann  
*B.S., Wilmington University*

- Angela Whitney McCarthy  
*B.A., Rowan University*

- Carlene N. McKenzie  
*B.S., John Jay College of Criminal Justice*

- Brittany Lynn Monastra  
*B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania*

- Nicole Elizabeth Moore  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

- Jennifer Lynn Morrin  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

- Matthew Christopher Myers  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

Lauren Renee Nash  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

Thomas Francis O’Brien  
*B.A., Alvernia College*

Meghan Allison O’Grady  
*B.A., Muhlenberg College*

Brittany Danielle Oncay  
*B.S., Shippensburg University*

- Mendy Kranz Orlando  
*B.A., Ashford University*

- Sahara M. Parks  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

Tracy Lynn Pawlikowski  
*B.S., Wilmington University*

- Taylor Morgan Peterson  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

Michele L. Poppiti  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

Sarah Beth Potochney  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

- Nazila Michelle Rahmani  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

Corrie-Rose Recchia  
*B.M., Rowan University*

- Christine Valarie Rich  
*B.S., Goldey-Beacom College*

- Kristine L. Richey  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

Victoria Rebecca Rodriguez  
*M.A., Pennsylvania State University*

Dana A. Romaine  
*B.A., Richard Stockton College*

Natasha Marie Saienni  
*B.S., Wilmington University*

Donald Spencer Salmon  
*B.A., Brigham Young University*

Stacey L. Sexton  
*B.A., Rutgers State University*

- Kaela E. Shields  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

- Micheline Marie Stone  
*B.S., Philadelphia University*

- Sarah Hess Sylvester  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

- Jamie Lee Thompson  
*B.S., James Madison University*

- Tierra Nicole Torres  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

Shawn M. Vascellaro  
*B.S., State University of New York*

- Rebecca Ann Wagner  
*B.A., Rutgers State University*

- Amber B. Walker  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

- Jason Paul Wallace  
*B.S., Salisbury University*

- Emily C. Walls  
*B.S., Appalachian State University*

Joseph A. Warren  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

- Heather Anne Wentz  
*B.S., Syracuse University*

- Tanya DaLaine Wheeler  
*B.S., Wilmington University*

- Tracey L. Williams  
*M.B.A., Wilmington University*

Laura Emily Wujcik  
*B.A., Catholic University of America*

**ESOL Literacy**

- Linsey Jill Anderson  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

- Maurice Carl Baptiste  
*B.S., University of Delaware*

- Quinton Alan Buckley  
*B.S., Wilmington University*

- Amy Joyce Coleman  
*B.A., University of Delaware*

- Jessica M. LaPorta  
*B.S., University of Scranton*

Sarah Squires  
*B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania*
Instruction: Teacher of Reading

- Stacey Ann Burton  
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Le'Toya Janise Chisholm  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Christina Sandra Cimini  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Stephen Matthew Cline  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
- Alexia Michele Cordrey  
  B.S., York College of Pennsylvania
- Kelly Nicole Ferguson  
  B.A., Rowan University
- Donna Leann Heitmann  
  B.S., Immaculata University
- Kristen Alyx James  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
- Amber Lindsey Reader  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.A., Washington College
- Rebecca Gail Roosma  
  B.S., Belhaven College
- Ilene R. Wilson  
  B.S., Wilmington University

Instruction: Teaching and Learning

- Michelle A. Balan  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Ramona Anna Bielca  
  B.A., University of Massachusetts
- Lindsi Ruth Ciuffetelli  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University
- Tara L. Cuplin  
  B.S., Frostburg State University
- Jaclyn Marie Czachorowski  
  B.A., American Intercontinental University
- Susan E. Davenport  
  B.A., Rutgers State University
- Michelle Doubet  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Katherine Anne Eisenberg  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Shaneka Laguna Flythe  
  B.S., Hofstra University
- Malakeyah Hameed  
  B.S., Delaware State University
- Melissa Edith Kiser  
  B.S., University of Delaware

Instruction: Gifted and Talented

- Amanda K. Lantz  
  B.S., York College of Pennsylvania
- Alyssa Rose Lucadamo  
  B.A., Muhlenberg College
- Jessica Ann Makad  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Lori Ann Marinucci  
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Lauren Anne Maunz  
  B.S., College of New Jersey
- Suzanne Marie Mooney-Marsh  
  B.S., Immaculata University
- Lauren E. Reader  
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Sariah Mariam Ritts  
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Casey Rose Shelor  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Julia Marion Thomassen  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Maureen Elizabeth Watson  
  B.S., Kutztown University
- Jillian M. Yetter  
  B.A., University of Delaware

Reading

- Laura Ann Buchanan  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Jenna Marie DiEleuterio  
  B.S., Elizabethtown College
- Christian Marie Farmer  
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Heidi Caroline Fehring  
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Amy Michele Heacock  
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Sarah Nicole Jones  
  B.S., Salisbury University
- Whitney Diane Leager  
  B.S., Wilmington University

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Joanna Marie Leslie  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Allison Nicole Lukaszewicz  
B.S., University of Delaware

Amy Meyers  
B.S., University of Delaware

Amanda Leigh Mosley  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

• Monica Lee Noffsinger  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., Wesley College

• Renee Elizabeth Plyler  
B.S., Eastern University

• Jennifer N. Priddy  
B.S., University of Maryland

• Tamia Marie Shelton  
B.A., University of Pittsburgh

• Amanda L. Stark  
B.S., Wilmington University

Heather M. Stokley  
B.S., Wilmington University

Reading / ESOL Literacy

• Karen Lynn Brooks  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., St. Francis University

• Tyla Jill Cielinski  
B.A., Holy Family University

• Stephanie Marie Fay  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., University of Delaware

Kristen Theresa McKenna  
B.S., University of Delaware

School Counseling

Danielle Rima Abou-Samra  
B.S., University of Delaware

Oluyemisi Abidemi Alabi  
B.A., University of Lagos

Patricia Rosanne Allen-Dark  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.A., University of the West Indies

Susan Page Banks  
B.A., Susquehanna University

Deidra Bennett  
B.S., Rosemont College

• Richard Blaze Berger  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.A., University of Delaware

• Stephanie Marie Berol  
B.S., Indiana University of Pennsylvania

• Jennifer G. Bially  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

Kristin Erin Bischoff Jackson  
B.S., Salisbury University

Danielle Marie Bixler  
B.A., Shippenburg University

• Jesse W. Blake  
B.A., Rutgers State University

Christine Ruth Bobb  
B.A., Montclair State University

• Tricia Ann Bolduc  
B.S., Duquesne University

Chrisheena Lynne Boyd  
B.S., Neumann University

• Ashley Nicole Broughton  
B.S., Salisbury University  
B.A., Salisbury University

• Victoria Reneé Brown  
B.A., Temple University

• Anthony L. Browning, Jr.  
B.S., Benedict College

Vanessa L. Bynum  
B.A., Sojourner-Douglass College

Dominica Calandra  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Kelly Jean Christie  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University

Monica Cohen  
B.A., University of Delaware

• Annalysa Monique Coleman  
B.A., Richard Stockton College

• Amanda Marie Conner  
B.S., University of Delaware

• Tysheik L. Covington  
B.S., Delaware State University

• Amanda Renee Crockett  
B.S., Wilmington University

Faythe Kamille Daniels  
B.S., University of Delaware

• James Curtis Daniels III  
B.A., University of Delaware

Ieshia Lynae Dawkins  
B.A., Delaware State University

• Adina Lynn DeHainaut  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

• Angelo Thomas DiBartolo  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., Kutztown University

• Lisa Ann Dickerson  
B.S., Rutgers State University

Danielle Maria DiMichele  
B.S., Towson University

Lauren Marie Dixon  
B.S., Salisbury University
Marissa Lynn Dragani  
B.S., Cabrini College  
• DeVon Kentrell Edwards  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• Jennifer Lynn Esposito  
B.A., Rutgers State University  
Aileen M. Fallon  
B.S., College of New Jersey  
• Noreen P. Favorite  
B.S., University of Delaware  
• Dionne Michelle Fears  
M.Ed., University of Delaware  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
Meghan Ann Feby  
B.S., Lack Haven University  
• Alicia C. Ford  
B.A., Rutgers State University  
• Nicholas Anthony Forte  
B.S., Kutztown University  
• Erin Leigh Fraim  
B.S., University of Delaware  
Elise Joyce Froehlich  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
• Charles Henry Givens, Jr.  
B.S., Morgan State University  
Ashley Lauren Gosseline  
B.S., Wingate University  
Tambi Titilayo Griffith  
B.S., Cheyney University  
D’Aesha Sonique Aadreanna Hamilton  
B.S., University of Delaware  
Rachel Elizabeth Handy  
B.S., University of Delaware  
Javona Jasmine Harris  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.S., Delaware State University  
• Carlyn Ann Harry  
B.S., Delaware State University  
• Leslee Ann Hazzard  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• Rachel Beth Herskowitz  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
Douglas Clifford Hilyard  
B.S., Baptist Bible College & Seminary  
• Sally Burnette Hines  
B.A., East Carolina University  
Justin Robert Howard  
B.A., Salisbury University  
Geoffrey Andrew Hutton  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University  
Jennifer L. Johnson  
M.Ed., Chestnut Hill College  
B.A., Eastern University  
Amber Brittaney Justice  
B.S., University of Maryland Eastern Shore  
Mustafa Bahadir Kovar  
B.S., Ataturk University  
• Deborah Lee Laird  
B.S., Temple University  
• Ryan C. Lally  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• Dawn Lynn Leiser  
B.A., Richard Stockton College  
Jermaine Robert Lemon  
B.S., Lincoln University  
Lisa I. Lopez  
B.A., University of North Florida  
Lester James Lowery  
B.S., Lincoln University  
• LaShawnda Marie Macklin  
B.A., University of Toledo  
• Shontae Maddox  
B.A., Salisbury University  
Jacqueline Manzione  
B.S., University of Delaware  
Brandon R. Mause  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• Allyson Grace McDonough  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Tori Michelle McElrath  
B.A., Bennett College  
• Kristin Anne McMullan  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.A., Kutztown University  
Edward McNair  
B.A., St. Peter’s College  
William Lamar Meekins  
B.S., University of Maryland  
• Jacqueline Anne Messick  
B.S., Kutztown University  
Lemuel Miller  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• Teresa Louise Miller  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• William Henry Miller III  
B.S., Lincoln University  
Ryan J. Mulholland  
B.A., Richard Stockton College  
Tia M. Parks  
B.S., Wilmington University  

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Brianne L. Pennington  
B.S., University of Delaware  
- Jeffrey Michael Pensabene  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University  
Michael Allen Peters  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Laval Bernard Pinckney  
B.A., Cabrini College  
- Stacy Lynn Podolski  
B.A., Neumann University  
Gabrielle Marie Poletti  
B.S., University of Pittsburgh  
Whitney Lynn Price  
B.S. & M.Ed., Wilmington University  
- Carol Garnet Rhue  
B.S. & M.S., Delaware State University  
Olivia Richardson  
M.Ed., Temple University  
- Alyssa Laura Salkowski  
B.S., Elizabethtown College  
Dina Jane Samonte  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Shannon Sampere  
B.S., University of Delaware  
James P. Scarano  
B.S., St. Joseph’s University  
Lauren Michal Schultz  
B.S., Messiah College  
Dara Nataka Scott  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Samantha E. Seider  
B.S., Rutgers State University  
- Megan McCloskey Shotzberger  
B.A., Gettysburg College  
- Angela Faye Showell  
B.S., Delaware State University  
Courtney D. Sley  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Sadiqua K. Smith  
B.S., Cheyney University  
- LoriAnn Speck-Roland  
M.S., Lincoln University  
- Cindy Alaine Surplus  
B.S., College of New Jersey  
- Sonya A. Tazewell  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
Kelly Kahovec Tingle  
B.S., Salisbury University  
- Melissa K. Tooles  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.S., Wesley College  
- Tara Lynn Toppin  
B.S., Bloomsburg University  
- Reunika Sarah Tull  
B.A., Salisbury University  
Omer Huseyn Turk  
B.S., Trinity University of Asia  
- Eros Olayiwola Uthman-Olukokun  
B.A., Temple University  
- Evan Edward Wagner  
B.A., Eastern Washington State College  
Kimberly M. Walls  
B.S., University of Phoenix  
- Robert Wardlaw, Jr.  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., Drexel University  
Jasmine Maxine Washington  
B.A., University of Delaware  
Lesia A. Westmoreland  
M.A., Delaware State University  
Brendetta R. White  
M.S., Lincoln University  
Ashley Elizabeth Wilson  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Heather Nicole Wright  
B.A., University of Delaware  

School Leadership  
- Jennifer L. Abernethy  
B.A., University of Delaware  
- Caisse A. Barnes  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.A., Rider University  
- Joshua E. Bennett  
B.S., Rowan University  
Amanda Benton  
B.S., University of Delaware  
- Patricia Eileen Connor Biles  
B.S., Westfield State College  
- Dana Blair  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.A., Rider University  
- Kenneth William Blizzard, Jr.  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., Rowan University  
- Erica Jacqlyn Boykin  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Kerri Anne Campbell  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Richard D. Carr  
B.S., Lebanon Valley College  
Jeremy Ryan Cohen  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.A., Richard Stockton College  
Kingsley Marie Colby  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Mark DeEmilio  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
• Arthur Clifton Doakes, Jr.  
  M.A., Logos Christian College  
  B.A., Wilmington University  

Erin Dotson  
B.S., University of Delaware  

Brian Jesse Ehret  
B.S., University of Delaware  

• Brian Keith Ford  
  B.A., Delaware State University  

• Rebecca Anne Forrest  
  B.S., Temple University  

Donna Marie Foster  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
B.S., University of Delaware  

• Garcia Philip Garnett  
  M.B.A., Salisbury University  
  B.S., University of Maryland Eastern Shore  

Gregory J. Gasparovic  
B.A., Rowan University  

• Meghan Joyce Gill  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  

Alicia Marie Gravenor  
B.A., Rider University  

• Wendy Vanessa Gray  
  B.S., Temple University  

Kevin Greway  
B.A., La Salle University  

Michael J. Griggel  
B.S., Drexel University  

Joshua R. Hamborsky  
B.S., California University of Pennsylvania  

Jenifer C. Heimer  
B.A., Notre Dame of Maryland University  

Martell A. Hill  
M.S., Walden University  
B.S., Delaware State University  

• Alexandra Taylor Hudes  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.S., University of Delaware  

• Victoria Marie Hudome  
  B.S., Millersville University of Pennsylvania  

• Kristen K. Hughes  
  B.A., University of Delaware  

• Dana Michele Jackson  
  B.S., University of Delaware  

• Nicole Irene Johnson  
  B.S., Delaware State University  

• Laura A. Jones  
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  

• Laura A. Kahoun  
  B.S., Monmouth University  

• Cristina Marie Kalesse  
  B.A., University of Delaware  

• Matthew David Keen  
  B.S., Delaware State University  

Teana A. Kelley  
B.S., Temple University  

• Mary Patricia Kelly  
  B.A., Temple University  

• Nicole D. Kiess  
  B.S., University of Delaware  

• Jenelle LaShaun King  
  B.S., Delaware State University  

• Kristi Mulford King  
  B.S., Salisbury University  

• Howard John Kotz III  
  B.S., Salisbury University  

Gregory Lagakos  
B.A., Rutgers State University  

Patrick Douglas Linz  
B.A., McDaniel College  

• Travis Benjamin Lloyd  
  B.S., Mansfield University of Pennsylvania  

• Michael Emil Mattina  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.A., Thomas Edison State College  

Michael Jeremy McCloskey  
B.A., University of Delaware  

Karl William Medley, Sr.  
B.A., Rutgers State University  

Deidre P. Montgomery  
B.A., Rutgers State University  

Alex Anthony Morales  
B.A., Rowan University  

• Jenna Morris  
  B.S., University of Delaware  

• Heather Biddle Moyer  
  B.S., Wilmington University  

• Paul Raphael Mulvena  
  B.S., Wilmington University  

Susan Wairimu Mwangi Bizimana  
B.S., Springfield College  

• Tracy A. Novack  
  M.Ed., Wilmington University  
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College  

• Marni Lynne Parks  
  B.S., Rowan University  

• Anthony Passante  
  B.A., Rowan University  

Mary Christine Phillips  
B.S., University of Delaware  

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Shawn C. Rebman  
  *M.Ed., Wilmington University*  
  *B.A., Rowan University*  

• Matthew J. Record  
  *B.A., Wheeling Jesuit University*  

Robin L. Roche  
*B.S., Georgia State University*  
Timothy C. Rue  
*B.S., Rutgers State University*  

• Todd Jonathan Schaefer  
  *B.A., Rutgers State University*  

Lauren Schoudt  
*B.A., Rowan University*  

• Emily K. Schussler  
  *B.S., University of Delaware*  

Andrew R. Schuster  
*B.S., Delaware State University*  

• Christian Michael Sedgwick  
  *B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania*  

• John J. Shelton  
  *B.A., University of Pittsburgh*  

• Todd W. Simpson  
  *B.S., Wilmington University*  

• Christopher Eric Sopuch  
  *B.S., Palm Beach Atlantic University*  

Michael Anthony Spano, Jr.  
*B.A., Rowan University*  

• Tristan Elaine Spates  
  *B.A., University of Delaware*  

Jennifer Stanley  
*B.A., York College of Pennsylvania*  
Kendra Todd-Dixon  
*M.B.A., Strayer University*  
*B.A., University of Delaware*  

Amber Leigh Tos  
*B.S., Ashland University*  
Catherine Jean Ursino  
*B.A., Rowan University*  
Robert Woolbright  
*B.S., Lincoln University*  

• Dionne Renee Xavier  
  *B.S., Lincoln University*  

• Kairi Lamar Young  
  *B.A., Rutgers State University*
College of Education

Candidates for the Doctoral Degree

Doctor of Education

• Catherine M. Alfree
  B.S., Wilmington University
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  Dissertation: Perceptions of the School Climate: Does Support of the Local Teachers Union Make a Significant Difference?

Eboni M. Bell
  B.A., University of Maryland Eastern Shore
  M.Ed., University of Maryland Eastern Shore
  Dissertation: A Design for Violence Prevention Through an Arts Based Afterschool Program.

Patricia N. Brining
  B.S., Thomas Edison State College
  M.A., University of Phoenix
  Dissertation: Assessing Leadership Behavior at a Community College.

Ingrid E. Campbell
  B.S., College of New Jersey
  M.A.T., Marygrove College
  Dissertation: Military Service Students’ Perceptions of Their Mid-Atlantic Community College’s “Military Friendly Services.”

• Pattiva Cathell
  B.S., Plymouth State College
  M.Ed., West Chester University

Cheryl R. Chavis
  B.A., Rutgers University
  M.A., Howard University
  Dissertation: Factors Promoting Success of Non-Traditional Black Female Students in Higher Education.

Zenaida Cobián
  B.S., University of Puerto Rico
  M.Ed., Cheyney University
  Dissertation: Non-Traditional Development on School and Community Relations for Principals.

• Lillian K. Cockrell
  B.A., Oakland City University
  M.S., Delaware State University

Denise Cooper
  B.S., Richard Stockton College
  M.Ed., Wilmington University

Patrick J. Costigan
  B.S., Delaware State University
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  M.S., Emporia State University
  Dissertation: Job Satisfaction and Morale of Secondary Business Education Teachers in Delaware.

Steven R. Dorfman
  B.S., Pennsylvania State University
  M.A., Rider College
  Dissertation: Computer Mediated Instruction and Mastery Learning in Developmental Mathematics.

Jestine S. Drayton
  B.S., Cheyney University
  M.Ed., Cheyney University
  Dissertation: An Improvement Plan that Increases Positive Climate in an Urban School District.

• Joanne F. Fletcher
  A.S., Wesley College
  M.S., Wesley College
  Dissertation: The Impact of a Readmission Prevention Team on Hospital Readmission Rates.

• Jennifer M. Garcia-Griffin
  B.S., West Chester University
  M.Ed., Wilmington University
  Dissertation: A Case Study Evaluation of the Flex Time Program in a South Jersey Elementary School.

• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Stacey L. Gerringer  
**B.S., Towson University**  
**M.Ed., Loyola College**  

- Kelly Green  
  **B.S., Wilmington University**  
  **M.Ed., Wilmington University**  
  Dissertation: The Impact of Experiential Learning on Teacher Pedagogy and Student Achievement.

- Todd R. Hacket-Slimm  
  **B.A., Glassboro State College**  
  **M.A., Rowan University**  

Amystique Y. Harris Church  
**B.A., Delaware State University**  
**M.A., Delaware State University**  
Dissertation: The Impact of Adult and Continuing Education Programs in a Workforce Economy.

- Juliane O. Hein  
  **B.S., Washington College**  
  **M.Ed., Wilmington University**  
  Dissertation: A Comparison of a Blended Learning Environment and a Traditional Learning Environment. Are Student Achievement and Student Interest Affected?

- Devon R. Himmel  
  **B.S., University of La Verne**  
  **M.S., Wilmington University**  
  Dissertation: Parents’ Perceptions of Raising Male Children with ADHD.

Mark J. Hufe  
**B.S., Hofstra University**  
**M.S., Stevens Institute of Technology**  
Dissertation: Building Information Security Awareness at Wilmington University.

- Patricia A. Hughes  
  **B.S., Misericordia University**  
  **M.A., Rowan College**  

- Erika Husik  
  **B.A., University of Delaware**  
  **M.Ed., Wilmington University**  
  Dissertation: Attitudes and Beliefs about Parental Involvement Practices at a Delaware Middle School Department.

Jason L. James, Jr.  
**B.S., University of Delaware**  
**M.S., Neumann University**  

Lora A. Johnson  
**B.S., University of Delaware**  
**M.B.A., University of Delaware**  
Dissertation: An Analysis of Minority Students’ Perceptions of the Campus Climate and Sense of Belonging.

- Fred Keating  
  **B.A., The College of New Jersey**  
  **M.A., The College of New Jersey**  
  Dissertation: A Proposal to use the Community College System to Enhance College and Career Readiness by Developing a Student Success Consortium.

- Maryann C. Lanchoney  
  **B.A., Glassboro State College**  
  **M.A., Rowan University**  
  Dissertation: An Exploratory Study: Creating a System to Effectively Identify Post Baccalaureate Teacher Candidates Who Require Dispositions Development.

- Shannon T. Lapinsky  
  **B.S., Delaware State University**  
  **M.A., Delaware State University**  

- Amy L. Lawson  
  **B.A., Temple University**  
  **M.A., Villanova University**  
  Dissertation: Teaching Empathy to Alleviate Bullying.

- Carol A. Lemieux  
  **B.S., University of Maine**  
  **M.S., Wilmington University**  
  Dissertation: Veterans Treatment Court: Recommendations for a Structural Framework.
Robert A. Lockwood  
B.S., DeSales University  
M.S., Villanova University  
Dissertation: Factors Influencing Parental Choice and Enrollment in Catholic Schools.

• Quincy A. Lucas  
B.S., Delaware State University  
M.A., Delaware State University  
Dissertation: Teen Dating Violence Prevention Program Assessment.

Monique A. Martin  
B.S., Cheyney University  
M.Ed., Cheyney University  

• Leslie A. Mergner  
B.S., North Carolina Wesleyan College  
M.B.A., Saint Joseph’s University  
Dissertation: Establishing an Adjunct Faculty Professional Development Program for Delaware Technical Community College.

Christine C. Miles  
B.A., The College of New Jersey  
M.A., Wilmington University  

• Cynthia M. Mitchell  
B.A., Salisbury University  
M.A., Salisbury University  

Kayandra J. Morgan  
B.S., University of Delaware  
M.S., Wilmington University  

• Margaret S. Morgan  
B.A., Rowan University  
M.A., Rowan University  
Dissertation: Sustained Silent Reading in Middle School and Its impact on Student’s Reading Attitude and Achievement.

• Sean T. O’Grady  
B.S., University of Delaware  
M.I., University of Delaware  
Dissertation: Analyzing the Effects of In-Season Sports Participation on At-Risk Student-Athletes.

Michael E. Ostroff  
B.S., Richard Stockton College  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  

Domenic J.C. Pisano  
B.S., Indiana University of Pennsylvania  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  

• Lucia G. Pollino  
B.A., Glassboro State College  
M.A., Rowan University  
Professional Development on Teaching Students from Poverty: It’s Impact on Teachers’ Perceptions and Classroom Instruction.

• Roy Rakowski  
B. Mus. Immaculata University  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
M.A., Immaculata University  
Dissertation: A Plan for Improving F. W. Holbein Middle School.

• Edward V. Regan  
B.A., University of Maryland  
M.A., Rowan University  
Dissertation: A Proposal to Initiate a Multi-Faceted Funding Approach for the Swedesboro-Woolwich School District.

• Jennifer L. Regelski  
B.A., The Ohio State University  
M.A., Miami University  

Crissy L. Rose  
B.A., Richard Stockton College  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  

• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Anand K. Singh  
*B.S., Wilmington University  
M.S., Wilmington University  
Dissertation: Non-traditional Students’ Quest for Higher Education: Personal and Environmental Challenges in a Rural Community College.

• Justin B. Smith  
*B.A., Wilmington University  
M.A., University of Oregon  
Dissertation: Cherokee AIR (Accountability, Integrity and Respect): A School’s Process to Determine, Highlight and Strengthen Its Core Values.

• Suzanne L. Street  
*B.S., University of Delaware  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  

• Lisa J. Strusowski  
*B.A., University of Delaware  
M.B.A., Widener University  
Dissertation: An Analysis of Career Services Usage and Satisfaction at Delaware Technical Community College Terry Campus.

• David E. Thomas  
*B.S., Philadelphia Biblical University  
M.S., Philadelphia Biblical University  

Stefanie A. Whitby  
*B.S., Villanova University  
M.Ed., Temple University  
Dissertation: Are 100% Online Students Interested in Becoming Engaged Alumni?

Karl E. Wickman  
*B.S., Towson University  
M.A., College of Notre Dame  

• Linda C. Wolfe  
*B.S.N., University of Delaware  
M.Ed., Wilmington University  
College of Education

Advisory Committee Members

Career and Technical Education
Michael Edge
Joseph Jones
Jack King

Career and Technical Education
Michael Edge
Joseph Jones
Jack King
Terri Villa

Applied Educational Technology
Steven Butler
Jennifer Celia
Thomas Gavin
Wayne Hartschuh
John Hoover
Gary Hostetler
Peter Leidi
Dennis Leizear
Laura Mason
Diana North

English Language Learners
Aaron Seleman
Eleanor Weinglass

Instruction (Teaching & Learning/Gifted & Talented/Teacher of Reading)
Tara Amsterdam
Kelly Bench
Kristin Cook
Sam Fawks
Cassandra Graham
Debra Grosky
Sarah Grunewald
Denise Hall
Debra Hanson
Amy Honisch
Kimberly Keane
Dorothy Linn
Mary Lynn Linscott
Kaitlin Panowski
Taryn Roane
Anjuliie Sharma

Reading
Maurice Butler
Lara Crowley
Mary Hirschbiel
Kristen McKenna
John Marshall

School Counseling
Jean Boyer
Cheryl Carey
Amy Cook
Jennifer Davis
Tomica Fletcher
Edmond Gordo
Karen Hammer
Juliane Hein
Lisa Hunt
Ken Levering
Iman Turner

School Leadership
Harold Brady
Wayne Carmean
Frank Castelli
Dorinda Connor
Ellen Cooper
Tony Ligatti
Roland Marshall
Joseph Massare
William McClain
Dan Poorman
J. Pamela Scott
Karen Thorpe
Eleanor Weinglass

Teacher Preparation
Robert Chester
Julie Citro
Tabitha Cortijo
Lindsay Daniels
Merv Daugherty
Roy Dawson
Ashley Ellington
Viv Foraker
Arthur Gilbert
Mark Gladen
Ann Hilkert
Angela Hill
Lauren Hvorency
Candace Kelly
Ashley Knotts
Seth Kopp
Magan Lamborn
Daniel Lepre
Catherine Lindroth
Tairen McCollister

Ed.D. ~ Educational Leadership
Peter Carpenter
Lane Carter
Tammy Croce
Mervin Daugherty
Joseph Deardorff
Lori Duerr
Joseph Massare
Christine Miles
Delores Szymanski
Caroll Visintainer
Henry Wagner, Jr.

Ed.D. ~ Organizational Leadership
Annie Kingcade
Janet Krauss
Richard Krett
Julie Lanzillo
Sean Moriarity
Barbara Riley
Sherry Scanlon
Kevin Smith
Joseph Williams

Ed.D. ~ Higher Education Leadership
James Canonica
Harry Gutelius
Susan Hall
Fred Keating
Kendraick Michens
Tracey Pritchard
Angela Suchanick

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
College of Health Professions

Candidates for the Baccalaureate Degree

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

- Theresa Aderemi Abbas
- Rosaline Cleopatra Aberdeen
  Barbra J. Albertson
- Henrietta Jane Alicea
- Bridget Mary Andaloro
- Christian T. Andersen
- Edgar Louis Anderson
- Andrea Andrews
- Kathleen Babel
- Svetlana Babenko
- Jessica Marie Baez
- Jennifer Lynn Bailey
- Nkongho Bakia
- Michelle M. Ball
- Laura Kristen Barczewski
- Linda Himmler Bayline
- Courtney E. Bender
- Odasia Sandra Bennett
- Iris Bon Bernabe
- Sherry Ann Biddle
- Cynthia Biederman
- Mysti Blizzard
- Tiffany Nicole Bohn
- Melissa Andrea Boney
- Amy J. Bowles
- Melissa Joleen Brammer
- Kimberly Crockett Brasure
- Joelle A. Briggs
- Yaa Brobbey
- Brenda Lee Brown
- Cynthia Lynn Brown
- Danielle Marie Brown
- Kathleen Brown
- Paula Ann Brozina
- Antoinette L. Bundy
- Crystal Jane Burkett
- Anna Crockett Burt
- Amy Lyn Bush
- Cotina J. Butts
- Jessica Nicole Cagle
- Rebecca Lynn Campbell
- Mapilyn Villalobos Canlas
- Tammy Lynn Carns
- Sharon Cassidy
- Barbara Caterina
- Grace Naa Merley Class-Peters
- Brandis Anise Cole
- Leslie Susan Combs
- Faith A. Cooper
- Sherry Lynn Cooper
- Michael Patrick Corbit
- Celeste M. Cordrey
- Debra A. Cosenza
- Evelyn Maria Cotte
- Jessica Lynn Creedon
- Kimberlee Ann Creighton
- Stephanie Crumb
- Myrna Enid Cuevas
- Crystal Jayne D'Avenio
- Chanel Jacquaye Ollie Dale
- Shannon Irene Dalton
- Christina Michelle Davis
- Robert Anthony Dawson
- Jackie Marie DeFrancesco
- George W. DelFarno
- Susan Elizabeth Delfino
- Kelly E. DelMatto
- Lisa D. DiGiacomo
- Kristin M. Dilks
- Miriam Asimwe Dobey
- Stephanie Marie Dodds
- Karen Marie Dodge
- Dana Manning Dolan
- Reginald Dollard
- Shannon Smith Donoway
- Terri Lynn Dukes
- Melissa Kaye Dulin
- Kelly Ann Dunning
- Karen Marie Durham
- Richard Simon Fala
- Hanna Gessesse Fida
- Stephanie Marie Finein
- Cynthia Fiordaliso
- Denise Flanegan
- Michele Fortune
- Carly R. Friday
- Dawnel Boucek Furlong
- Brigid M. Gallagher
- Janet Abimwo Gang
- Migdalia Garcia
- Marisa Taber Garfinkel
- Shelbi Leigh Garrison
- Amy Sue-Ellen Gately
- Stacy M. Gatti
- Opal T. Gauntlett
- Brianne Marie Gehringer
- Regina T. Gellinas
- Jill Geller
- Jamie Lee Gill
- Nicole Marie Glassman
- Nicole Renee Glenn
- Lisa Gorczyca
- Christine Jeanne Graham
- Tamarra Graham
- Amber Nicole Gravley
- Shemekia A. Green
- Christian O. Hammond
- Lynn M. Hand
- Laura Lee Hannum
• Michelle A. Harding
Rahkema C. Harper
• Cynthia Denise Harris
• Crystal Hart
• Marianne Harvey**
Nanci Dee Headman**
• Erin Marie Hennessy
Erica Rose Henry*
Robin F. Hensley
• Erika L. Himstedt
• Krista Nicole Hitchens∆
Lisa A. Hodson
• Jessica L. Hoffmann
Aleceia Holmes
Kelly M. Hovatter
Heather Theresa Howaniec∆
Erin L. Howard
Antonnie Hudson
Susan Campbell Hudson
Faith M. Hughto
Tanya Lynn Huntelman
Ann M. Hurst**∆
Paul C. Inge
• Christina Valerie Jackson
Lisa Marie Jager
Catherine Beatrice Elaine Jarman∆
Cicily M. Jeannette
Coreen Jeffers
Maureen Patricia Jimenez
Subha Joshi∆
• Tonya M. Jupin
Krystal Kamrowski
Sylvia W. Karanja
Andrea Lynn Kasprzynski
Kamal G. Kaur**
Patricia C. Kelly∆
Colleen Kennedy
• Julie Lynn Keys
Grace W. Kibue
Alisa M. King*
• Kathleen M. King
Gary Patrick Klunk
Wendy Lee Knepper***∆
• Michael R. Kolodgie
Lindsay Anne Koser
• Lorrie Lee Krukowski*∆
Lynnette Dawn Kummerer
• Jessica Landherr
Aynes Quidit Lat*∆
Lisa M. Laudeman
• Jamie Lynn Lewis
Ricardo T. Lim
Janelle Nicole Long**
• Lindsay L. Long**
Kimberly K. Lucas
Evan Luzzi
Katherine Ann Lynch∆
• Jesse Ryan Magee
Megan Elizabeth Mahoney
Rasheedah Majeed
• Charlene V. Major
William Revai Makota
• Frances Marie Maniscalco
Carolina Martinez∆
Kelsey Ann Marvel
• Kristy Michele Materrese**∆
Candace A. Matthews
• Joy Maulik
Carol Lynn Maven*∆
William Edward Mayhall
• Winfred Makena Mbwiri
Simone M. McClough
Michael A. McCorkle
• Steven Thomas McDougall
Heather Anne Meyer∆
Stacy Lynn Miller
• Kim Nevelda Minger*∆
Noemi T. Miranda∆
• C. Jayne Mitchell-Werbrich
Joanne L. Moffitt
Deborah Moore*
John J. Mullin∆
Judith A. Murphy
Vanessa Michele Muse*
Ashley Myers**
Eliza A. Navidad
• Martha Kirigo Ndanyu
Moses Kangethe Ndichu∆
Donna Lynn Neibert
Gladys R. Nock
• Jennifer Ann Noonan∆
Diane Novak**
• Anita Nyarko
Annitha Chizobam Odom
• Jennifer Wandia Okumu
• Adejoke Omobukenla Osinubi∆
• Debrah Louise Oxendine
Tamara Paley
Holly Lynn Papen
Brooke L. Parks∆
Lisa A. Passero
• Brenda H. Pate
Angela Dawn Peacemaker
Melissa Ann Penuel
• Darla J. Perdue
• Michelle L. Pettus
• Jessica Rochelle Pfeiffer***∆
• Amber L. Piccioni
• Kimberly Whitfield Pickinpaugh*∆
• Abigail Piontkowski
Andrew Darnell Pitts∆
• Britny Lynne Poore
• Brittany Paige Powers**∆
• Heather Elizabeth Preston***
• Michael Patrick Price∆
• Jessica Elaine Proctor
• Louise K. Puccio
• Christy Gunter Qualls∆
• Donna Virginia Rampersad
Maria T. Randall
Margaret M. Randazzo∆
Mary Christine Rasberry***
Anne Marie Records
Stephanie Brooks Reeder
• Krystian Domiel Repolona∆
Edith R. Rivera

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Leslie Mitchell RobinsonΔ
• Noelia Alexis Robinson
Amanda L. Rogers
Christine Roller
Justine T. Roque
• Kelly P. Rothman*
• Shannon Beth Rule
• Jennifer M. Rutherford
• Douglas S. Rutledge**Δ
• Leena Samuel
Melanie Nicol Sanchez
Laura Denisse Santos
• Jerri Lynn SauerΔ
Jennifer Anne Schnichels
Brian SchofieldΔ
Ashley A. Schwegel
Tammy Ann Scovern*
Kerry-Ann T. Shoemaker
• Casi M. Short
• Putshu Keva Shungu
• Staci Ann Simpson***
• Balraj Singh
Jennifer L. Slotwinski
• Mary Jane Slusser**
• Bonnie Ann Smalley*
• Meggie Smalley*
Daniell Gentile Smith*
• Tara Rebecca Smith
• John F. Sorrentino*
• Melissa Susann Stanley
Donna Marie Stephenson
• Danie Lee Stidham*
• Katie Foster Stokes*
• Kelly Renea Strunk
• Desireé Aline Surguy
Nedra Thomas
Charmaine Timeo***
Tammy Townsend Todd
• Nicholas Daniel Tricarico**
Karla N. Turner
• Michele Latoya Turner
• Trina Michell TurnerΔ
• Elizabeth A. Upadhyaya
Jessenia Denise Valentin Torres
• Nicole Lynn Vander Ven
Laura Ann Vasquez
Crystal M. VicidominiΔ
• Latoya Ann Victor
• Catella Visser
• Melanie D. Walker
Williette Evelyne Walker***
• Lisa Jo Ward
Renae Warren
Swazi Watson***
• Christine E. West
Dawn Lee West
• Adrienne Lynne Wharry
• Michelle L. Wheeler
Krista M. Whilden
Ashley L. Whittington***
Christina L. Williams*Δ
Lakeshea T. Williams
• Mercy M. Williams
Kimberly Lynn Wilt
• Anna K. Winiarska**Δ
Regina Winner
• Leslye Gay WoodΔ
• Kimberlee Ann Yocius
Sadisu Zachari
• Jennifer Denise Zubrick

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Allied Health
Karen Anderson
Kristin L. Benjamin
• LaToya T. Chandler
Ammar J. Corbin
• Lauren Marie dejuliis
• Chanaé Reynell Deshields
Melissa F. Hanley
• Merissa Dawn Hickman
Todd HobsonΔ
Victoria M. Hoover
• Megan Rae JacksonΔ
Alexandra Jacobs*
• Karen Daisey Justice
Valerie Kelly
• Amanda D. Kirchner*Δ
Alyssa Ashlee Lawrence
Charlotte R. Layte
Stephanie L. Martinez*
• Faith A. Perry
Kimberly PhillipsΔ
Kristin S. PortmannΔ
Jessica Cinda Rickards
Amanda Marie Saitsis**Δ
Melissa Lynn SchafferΔ
Vishwas Sodhi
• Christopher Anthony Steele**Δ
• Jennifer Ann Walters
• Jennifer Wardell
• Hilary Marie Webb
Joyce Marie Webb
• Stanley Joseph WilcoxΔ
# College of Health Professions

## Candidates for the Master’s Degree

## Master of Science in Nursing

### Adult/Gerontology Nurse Practitioner
- Lydia Akoth Anyanga  
  B.S.N., Temple University  
- Elisabeth Glackin Bradley  
  M.S.N., University of Delaware  
- Rhonda Hina Davis  
  B.S.N., Johns Hopkins University  
- B.S., Bowling Green State University  
- Rebecca H. Headley  
  B.S.N., Richard Stockton College  
- Amanda K. Marr  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware  
- Lauren Marie McDowell  
  B.S.N., Bloomsburg University  
- Sharon P. Miner  
  B.S.N., University of Maryland  
- Rynda A. Ross  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University

### Family Nurse Practitioner
- Claudia O. Achoja  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Emma Agboh  
  B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University  
- Kelley Aiken  
  B.S., University of Maine  
- Colleen L. Allen  
  B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University  
- Sharia N. Chancey  
  B.S.N., Delaware State University  
- Jamie J. Costanzo  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Seth Christopher Crossan  
  M.S., Wilmington University  
- B.S.N., West Chester University of Pennsylvania  
- Edda Enid DiDonato  
  B.S.N., Interamerican Univ of Puerto Rico  
- Colleen D. Ellis  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University  
- Adetokunbo S. Fisher  
  B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University

### Family Nurse Practitioner
- Tina M. Fisher  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University  
- Tiffany L. Hill  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University  
- Lilith J. Innis  
  B.S.N., Drexel University  
- Sarah Kathie Kamara  
  B.S.N., University of Memphis  
- Damaris Gacigi Kasimu Mose  
  B.S., Delaware State University  
- Heidi M. Kling-Newnam  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Jennifer Mae Kurtz  
  B.S.N., University of Maryland  
- Paige Barkley Lucarelli  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Arleen Walsh Mitchell  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware  
- B.S., Charter Oak State  
- Jackline K. Nanga  
  B.S.N., Delaware State University  
- Teresa Teedo Cole Oakley  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Erin Todd Perdue  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Sandra Louise Platoni  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Juliana Michelle Rahmer  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware  
- Amy Esther Scanlon  
  B.S.N., Liberty University  
- Tracey Stone  
  B.S., Wesley College  
- Ashley M. Touchton  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Michelle Diane Turczyk  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- B.A., Temple University  
- Penny Vanderbeek  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University  
- B.A., Assumption University  
- Amanda B. Wainwright  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Tanya Eileen Wilson  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
- Susan M. Winter  
  B.S.N., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
° Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Leadership

- Carol Anne Abdill
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
- Deedra L. Abner
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Felisha E. Alderson
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Martha Alvarez
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Dorinda Macabuhay Arcilla
  B.S.N., Philippine Women's University
- Bonita Todd Ball
  B.S.N., La Salle University
- Lauren Clare Nahodil Barone
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
- Demetria Juvetta Bazemore-Anderson
  B.S. & B.S.N., Delaware State University
- Kristen J. Bell
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Bridget G. Bieber
  B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University
  B.S., Lock Haven University
- Pamela Sue Boyd
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
- Lori Denise Brown
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Tammy Lynn Brown
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Linda A. Burak
  B.S. & M.H.A., University of St. Francis
- Jacyne F. Burdett
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Krista Burnell
  B.S., Neumann University
- Alison Erin Byram
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Colleen Marie Callahan
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
- Shiny Ajith Chandy
  B.S., University of Pune
- Tanisha L. Cirwithian
  B.S.N., Delaware State University
- Kelli Lynn Cloud
  B.S., Neumann University
- Shannon Marie Collins
  B.S.N., Neumann University
- Heather Lauren Conrad
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Arwen Victoria Craig
  B.S., Immaculata University
- Cherie Leslie Crumpler
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
- Catherine J. Currier
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
- Alisha J. Dancy
  B.S., Immaculata University
- Meredith D. Darabasz
  B.S.N., Chamberlain College of Nursing
- Lisa J. Davidson
  B.S., Rowan University
- Lauren Elizabeth Dawson
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
  B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania
- Terry B. DeMarco
  B.S.N., Drexel University
- Lisa Ann Dempsey
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Eva M. Dollard-Burton
  B.S.N., Seton Hall University
  Joann Easterday
  B.S.N., Widener University
- Gwendolyn Renee Ebbert
  B.A. & B.S.N., University of Delaware
- Sherri Lee Ferry
  B.S.N., Neumann University
- Jean Antenor Fourrien
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Su-Yong Fullmer
  M.S.N., Wilmington University
  B.S.N., Notre Dame of Maryland University
- Ruth Allyn Garibian
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
- John Andrin Gasataya
  B.S.N. & M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.S., Philippine Military Academy
- Susanne A. Gerren
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Sheila Grant
  B.S., University of Delaware
- Elizabeth A. Grimm
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Dara J. Hall
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Jean M. Hall
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Colleen M. Haraldsson
  B.S.N., Immaculata University
- Keesha L. Holden-White
  B.S., Salisbury University
- Kimberly A. Holliday Hopkins
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Talisha Lavette Hopkins
  B.S.N., University of Delaware
- Theresa L. Houston
  B.S.N., Wilmington University
- Amanda Casey Joachim
  B.S.N., Neumann University
- Jessica Marie Johnson
  B.S.N., Widener University
• Diana W. Karanja  
  M.S.N., Wilmington University 
  Kari Browning Kelly  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Sharon Lea Kilby  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University 
• Holly Rene Kimley  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
  B.S., Richard Stockton College 
  Joanna Klosowska  
  B.S.N., Temple University 
  Marsha Krise  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Melissa Jane Kunz  
  B.S., Wilmington University  
  B.A., Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
  Shannon Lee Leighty  
  B.S.N., Shepherd University 
• Misty R. Little  
  M.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Stacey E. Little  
  B.S.N., Widener University 
  Lisa D. Livingston  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University 
• Elenie Lochonic  
  B.S.N., Immaculata University 
• Craig Allen Martine  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
  Morgan Jill Mast  
  B.S.N., Messiah College 
• Jane Mumbi Mbaratha-Rurigi  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
  B.S. & M.S., Nairobi Technical Training Institute 
  Natalee McLeary  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Kaysha P. Michel  
  B.S.N., West Chester University of Pennsylvania 
  Jaclyn M. Mills  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
  Jacqueline Minor  
  B.S.N., Hampton University 
  Elaine E. Morris  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Jennifer Elizabeth Neall  
  B.S.N., Wesley College 
  Molly Netto  
  M.S., University Of North Texas 
  B.S.N., Principal Gest. College of Nursing 
• Christina Lynn Olachea  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Funmilola O. Olowe  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Linda Margaret Papa  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Angela Marie Parker  
  B.S.N., Widener University 
• Wanda Tinell Pennington  
  B.S.N., Delaware State University 
• Amy Jean Phillips  
  B.S.N., University of Maryland 
  Louisa Phillips  
  M.B.A. & M.S., Wilmington University 
  Alainna A. Ramlochan  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Crystal Lauren Ricketts  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Lindsay Layton Riggs  
  B.S.N., University of Massachusetts 
  Sarah F. Robinson  
  B.S., Wilmington University 
  Lorita Kay Ross  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Julie Diane Sarmanian  
  M.B.A., Southern New Hampshire University 
  B.S.N., Villanova University 
  B.S., Salem State College 
• Fallon Savage  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Susan Elizabeth Sawyers  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
  Tracey Ann Shaw  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Michelle L. Smith  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
  Amy M. Stolarick  
  M.S.N., Wilmington University  
  B.S., Rutgers State University 
• Steaphine Alisha Taggart  
  B.A. & B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Olivia Stefanie Gregg Taylor  
  B.S. & B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Bruce Edward Tilley  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Katherine L. Tirador  
  B.S.N., Iloilo Doctor's College 
• Paula Kay Tomanovich  
  B.S.N., Alfred University 
• Traci Denine Townsend  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
  Alexis Nicole Tweed  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 
• Sharon Beth Udy  
  B.S.N., Cedar Crest College 
  Kelly R. Varesio  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University  
  Jennifer E. Wilson  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Tricia Ellyn Wingate  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
• Jean Frances Wlodyka  
  B.S.N., Wilmington University 
  Kathy Young  
  B.S.N., University of Delaware 

* Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 
*** Summa Cum Laude 
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee 
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Advisory Committee Members

Health Professions
Joann Baker
Connie Bushey
Ivory Coleman
Angela DiSabatino
Christy Dryer
Catherin Dukes
Sandy Durgin
Claudia Garrett
Doug Huisenga
Kathleen Kirby
Bunie Lewis
Geraldine LiBetti
Kay Malone
Denise Marshall
Charlotte McCarraher
Barbie McDaniel
Alice Valente-Myers
Bruce Nepon
Michelle O’Neil
Nancy Oyerly
Christopher Parker
Tammy Paxton
Lisl Phelps
Louisa Phillips
Karen Poisker
Christine Price
Pamela Santarlasci
Philip Santoro
Penny Short
Linda Sydnor
Colleen Waring
Patricia Welsh
Ruthann Willing
Brenda Windemuth
Linda Wolfe
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Candidates for the Baccalaureate Degree

Bachelor of Science

Behavioral Science

• Bianca Lynn Alston
  Alhaji K. Aly
  Regina Vontelaray Ames*Δ
  • Gwendolyn E. Arroyo
  • Alexandra Ruth Arthur
  • Ruth M. Bailey
  • Candace Loraine Banks
  • Keshia M. Barnett**
  • Juanita Barr
  • James G. Baynard
  • Cassandra Elizabeth Belson
  • Jasmine Nicole Bibbins-Johnson**Δ
  • Mona Marie Bonne-Annee
  • Diane Marie Bourne
  • Melissa Marie Breese**Δ
  • Amanda Lynn Brown
  • LaChoya M. Brummell*
  • Rebecca L. Bullington-Clift***Δ
  • Sheila Denise Burrell
  • Bryan Kendall Burton
  • Tenisha A. Cameron
  • Jennifer M. Campbell-Wade
  • Aguida M. Carter
  • Sarah Lynn Cebula**Δ
  • Brittany Addison Centritto
  • Karen M. Chrzanowski
  • Edith LaKim Clayton
  • Dorothy E. Cleveland
  • Billie Denise Comegys
  • Samantha Eliane Conley
  • Sarah Conn
  • Anna T. Conner
  • Anitra S. Cooper
  • Maria Angela Corvo
  • Rocky G. CoxΔ

• Autumn J. Craig
  • Judy Ann Cramer
  • Erika Leigh Creamer
  • Eleni Enida Dallas
  • Jaime Lynn Daly
  • Nicole Ashley Darch**Δ
  • Cheryl Andrea Davenport**
  • Latisha A. DavisΔ
  • Margaret Sarellah Davis
  • Taikia Kai Davis*Δ
  • Shenecca S. Day
  • Margarita Delgado
  • Susana E. Diehl
  • Brittany Jean Donnelly**Δ
  • Elizabeth May Drew
  • LeChrisia Patrice Dublin
  • Brittany T. Dues
  • Rachel E. Dukes***Δ
  • Brittany Rae Edwards**
  • Jennifer Paige Elliott
  • Amanda Marie Endicott
  • M. Ashley Escabi
  • Corrie Danielle EvansΔ
  • Alicia Marie Fader
  • Edward James Fentress
  • Heather Lynn Flamer
  • Tanicha Lynna FountainΔ
  • Lisa C. Foutz*Δ
  • Kirstie Jean Fowler
  • Frances L. Fowlkes
  • Cherronna A. FrazierΔ
  • Colleen D. Galan
  • Holly J. Galbraith*
  • Anna M. Galindez
  • Chelsea Lynn Gardner**Δ
  • Amanda K. Gaus
  • Angela N. Gilbert
  • Christine W. Gitonga
  • Ida Michaela Godwin
  • Rebecca A. Gonzalez
  • Steven Andew Goodrich*Δ
  • Jazmine Green
  • Tina Lynn GregoryΔ
  • David Lee Griffin
  • John H. Grimsley, Jr.
  • Michele R. Grussemeyer
  • Saundra Denise Hale**Δ
  • Ashley Nicole Hall***Δ
  • Kelsey Hallett
  • Karatina Juanita Harris
  • Jené My Harrison
  • Patricia G. Harrison-Monroe
  • Nicole C. Haschos
  • Watara Tyres Frocmi Heath
  • Denny L. HenneyΔ
  • Amanda Marie HenselΔ
  • Natasha Heredia
  • Mari E. Hill***
  • Elizabeth Mary Hinckle
  • Sequoia K. Holloway*Δ
  • Desiree N. Horsey
  • Heather Lynn HowieΔ
  • Leah Danielle HrabelskiΔ
  • Madison Jayne HumphriesΔ
  • Ricardo Phillip Hyacinth
  • Alvin Jackson
  • Nicole Lynn JamesΔ
  • Paige Jedlicka
  • Amanda Katherine Jones
  • Chastity Olivia Jones
  • Crystal Lynn Jones
  • Ejatu A. Kamara
  • Khanhthaly Jehny Kamthamala
  • Prophet N. Kates
  • Brittanee Christine King
  • Justin Thomas King

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
• Zondea Marguriette King
  Jeffrey Klein***
  Jessica L. Kozlowski
  Victoria C. Kuhn
• Antoine LaGuerre
• Kierra Lawrence
• Catherine Angela Lederer*
  Katie Wilson Leister
  Patricia A. Lenhard
• Joseph Russell Lensbower III
  Christopher P. Leonard*∆
  Kelly Jane Leonarsi
• Lauren K. Lindenmuth∆
• Trevor J. Loescher∆
• Ana S. Lowe
  Aiyana Karee Lucas
  Alexandria Leah Lundberg
  Latoya N. Mayers
  Melissa Mazzarella*∆
  Kirsten Noel McAllister*
  Emily Mae McDougall*
  Linda A. McClothlin
• Adrian Lamont McGriff
• Elisha Lynn McMinn
• Margaret E. Minatee
• Shadrack A. Minor II*∆
• Darlinda Moffett*
• Sadiqa Moore
  Ashleigh D. Muttai
  Christina Nahar
• Kim Nguyen*∆
• Marilyn Nhan
  Lindsay E. Nichols
• Emma Mumbi Njogu**∆
• Shannon Cecilia Oakes*∆
  Taylor Jane Oliphant**
  SaraBeth L. Oppermann∆
• Anna Laura Ornelas
  Rebecca Orr
  James Christopher Parrish*
  Arlicia D. Payne**
  Cassi L. Peck
  Amber Ann Pegram∆
• Aleksandra Perry
• Sarah Ellaine Phillips*∆
  Carol D. Presgraves
• Tawanna Prophet
  Ashley Pruitt
• Kathleen Logan Quirico
  Amy Lynn Rafail
• Ora Cintia Reed
  LaWanda Marie Reid
• Rebecca S. Reynolds
• Erin Michaela Rieley*∆
  Mark Aaron Rieley**∆
• Stephanie Lynn Roagers
• Shakeysa Nicole Robinson
• Haydee Rodriguez
  Ellesse L. Rougier
  Antonia Antoinette Roy
  Kevin Alan Salazar***
  Tammy Sanders
• Serena Marie Saunders
  Rachel D. Scheidell
• Tunisha Rashele Scott*∆
• Audrey Michelle Seningen**∆
• Santana M. Simms∆
• Amanda Beth Slater
  Paul John Slowik**
• Cynthia Lumawag Smith
• Sharniece Nichole Smith
• Elizabeth Ann Straub*∆
• Alexander Michael Swift*
• Alexander David Tasker*∆
• Chrishell Nichole Thomas**
  Ferran Lynna Tolston∆
  JenaVISA Dean Vannockay
• Shanin Vaquero
  Jessica Vickers*
  Jenny I. Victoria
  Tanya Cheryl Walker
  Joshua Michael Walton
• Marissa Ashley Warren
  Darlene Harriet Waters
• Keva R. Waters
• Kennika Webster
• Christopher Scott Whaley
  Wardell Cortney Whittaker*∆
• Brandi Nicole Williams***∆
• CeAnn Nicole Williams
  Charnice Dalee Williams
• Devon M. Williams*∆
• Robert Charles Williams∆
• James Darren Williams, Jr.*∆
• Kimberly Lenae Winder
• Hilary Nicole Wise
• Kimberly S. Wroniuk
• Alisha Michelle Yarbrough

**Behavioral Science and Criminal Justice**
• Christine Marie Menger

**Criminal Justice**
• Jessica Lynn Allard-Freeland
• Mariela Aponte
• Nicholas Sathit Arndt
• Devon Anthony Augatis
  Fareedon Baqi
  Kara Nicole Barnes
• Nancy E. Baxter
• Joseph S. Bell∆
  Finnest Bey-Brown
  Brandon Dominic Beyers
  Steven Keith Bilbrough
• Shinille Yvette Bost
  Deiadreanne O. Brown
  Denise Renee Brown
• Lisa M. Brown-Carter
• Brett Wallace Burg∆
  Markia Lynnette Burton
  Christopher Samuel Campbell*∆
• Caila Marie Casella
  Angela M. Cherry
• Nicole Ashley Coleman
  Altilda Siaba Conteh**∆
  Joseph G. Cooper
• Nicholas James Corrigan*∆
• Joseph Edward Daniel Costa**∆
• Lictoria Nydia Cromer
• Courtney Marie Cullen
  Cassondra Cullin*∆
• Antonino John D’Errico
William J. Davis
Shané DeLoatch
Kylin Nicole DelVicario**
Coreen J. DeMott∆
Mamadou S. Diallo
Joshua E. Diaz∆
Kortney M. Dibert
Brian M. Earnest
Joshua Andrew Eggers
Anna Marie Ellis*∆
Rashae N. Elmore
Thomas Ernest Fenton, Jr.∆
Britney Monet Foote
Kevin Christopher Gallagher
Tierra S. Gibbs
Jeremy J. Graney**∆
Kelly Green
Tiara Christina Green
Tiana Nicole Hamilton*
Paul Lionel Henry
Edward Lee Hicks*
Sojib Hoque
Brian P. Hubbs∆
Walter L. Hudson, Sr.
Wesley Tyler Jackson∆
Brittnei Rae Janess*∆
Ottia Jenkins
Jose Jimenez-Lopez
Latasha M. Jones
Courtney L. Karbel
Stanley M. Kite IV
Olga Kornienko**
Amanda Elizabeth Kuti***
Ross James Lago
James Michael Lawson**∆
Thomas Andrew Leber∆
Christopher Arnold Love
Jonathan Lust
Richard J. Mantici
Juan D. Martin
Bonnie G. McDaniel**∆
Susan Lynne McNeal
Anthony R. Mikulski**∆
Neyssa-lee Michelle Money
Shennette Moore
Phillip Lynn Moore III
Jeffrey R. Myers
Amanda Lynn O’Donnell
Kelsey Colleen Oliphant**
Ryan Alexander Overend**∆
Vincent Michael Parsons*
William Joseph Paskey
Christina Marie Path
Thomas C. Patrone*
Chad Edward Permenter
Thomas Harrington Pierson
Nathan Lawrence Polifroni
Nordica M. Powell
Timothy Andrew Powell*∆
Brian R. Powers*
Thomas Thorpe Pritchard
Matthew R. Pulley**∆
Kristen Elizabeth Ranken
Daryn Michelle Rash
Kerry B. Reinbold
Erin Louise Reyes
Shaylynn A. Richardson
Adam Nicholas Roark∆
Michael Edward Roth
Mollie Kate Roth
James Stephen Roughgarden
Louis J. Ruggerio
Vanessa Janel Ruiz
Scott Michael Russo
Heidi Santiago
Patricia Elena Scanlon
Kaitlin L. Shorter*∆
Robert Elliott Singleton**∆
Thomas J. Skymen∆
Kaitlyn Marie Slavish*∆
Sara Brooke Smallwood
Brittany Steele
Stephen Anthony Strosser
Gennal Marie Szwaljewski
Christopher David Terranova*∆
David John Francis Thomas
Stacy J. Thomas∆**
Chezara L. Thompkins
Cameron Michael Thornton∆
Anthony Pasquale Tirelli, Jr.
Devnol S. Tobias
Vincent Joseph Trotta
Misty K. Turner
Diane Tyman
Angela Denise Warren
Cassandra Elizabeth Watson
Shannon Lea Watson*∆
Beth A. Whittaker
Michelle Christine White∆
Daniel Williams
Shawn J. Wilson∆
Verna Malie Woodard∆
Paul George Woodland***∆
Christina Marie Woodward*

Government and Public Policy

Dayne W. Eisele∆
Andrew Thomas Hull***∆
Christopher Jacob West

Legal Studies

Lauren Victoria Anderson
Ruth Ann Barnes**∆
Ashley M. Brown*∆
Erin Bridget Cullen*∆
Blake Edward Draper
Lawrence D. Eismaninger**∆
Elizabeth Teresa Ghione**∆
Cameron P. Griffin
Ashley Nicole Hunter
Alexandra M. Joyce***∆
Margaret V. Kramme∆
Cordell McCallum
Charnise E. Oleson∆
Anna Palese
Aubrey J. Rosa***∆
Shapan Singh∆
Jenika Sheree Smallwood
Maria Christine Stecher
Kristen L. Steele∆
Organizational Dynamics
- Donna Wood*Δ
- Reynon Noviem Abcede
- Kelly Marie BockowskiΔ
- Dena Broadnax*Δ
- Alexis N. Burgos
- Danielle Latesha Coles
- Mary K. Doherty
- Darcy Catherine Donahue
- Wendy Elizabeth Fantini**Δ
- Cassidi Ann Fronczkowski***
- Renee L. Johnson
- Andrea C. Mastella*Δ
- Lillian W. Mbogu
- Tiffany L. McCants
- Brenden Storm Oglesby
- Starlese Nicole Price**
- Jennifer Lynn Rappa***Δ
- TaNeasha D. Ratchford
- Ann F. Shum***
- Justin Paul Silicato*Δ
- Devon Wilbur Stover***Δ
- Samonda J. Turner
- Latrelle Dominique Watkins

Psychology
- Michelle Addison
- Zahra Adloo
  Robert Earl AndrewsΔ
- Olanike Elizabeth Babatunde
- Jillian Virginia BartschΔ
- Laura Marie BauerΔ
- Christopher James Bell
- Cristina Lauren Bolaños*Δ
- Keiryan A. Bolling
- Steven Michael BooneΔ
- Denine Sade Boozer
- Frank Allen Borchers
  Samantha J. Bowen
  Ibeth Gisela Boxton
- Marcia Jenine Brittingham
- Edina Brown
- Lashanda Dominique Brown***
- Brittney C. Bryant
- Sabrina Bryant
- Caroline Kelley Buck
- Jessica Ashley Burger
  Stephanie A. Burke
- Lauren Paige Burkholder
  Abbey B. Burris
- Antonio Fidel Carmona
- Jessica Boles Chase
  Shalonda Cleveland
  Carly M. ColemanΔ
- Jillian Megan CurtisΔ
- Melissa Anne Dallmann
- Heather Marie Delgado**Δ
- Anna Louise Dills*Δ
- Kimberly Nicole Dixon
- Ashley DorseyΔ
- Danielle Leigh Duboski
  Jessica A. Duncan
  Brandi S. Durham*Δ
- Ashley Michelle Ellis
  Brittany Michelle Evans
- Kehinde Omowumi Fasasi
  Candise FernandezΔ
  Wilfredo Fernandez-Fonseca
  Lauren E. Fitzpatrick
- Kaitlin E. Fox
- Dana LeAnne Fredo
- Melanie Kathryn Fullmer
  Anah Elizabeth Galloway***Δ
- Zashonna Tarnu Gillis
- Dawn L.M. Goldsborough
- Ashley Denise Gonzalez*Δ
- Emily Davis Grabowski
- Rachael Marie Haines***Δ
- Katelyn Heverling***Δ
- Robert Lee Holmes
- Angela C. IezziΔ
- Abbas Jafri
  Yvonne Lyn Johnson-Cane
- Stephen Paul Kellogg*Δ
- Shena R. Kendall
- Rosemary L. KingeryΔ
- Lauren Elizabeth Kirt*Δ
- Danielle Lee Knight
- Pulcellia Meaulness Kodjogbe
  Brittney Elizabeth Kuntzi***Δ
- Scott A. Lahart*Δ
- Rachel Michelle Larimore***Δ
- Chanae Yvette LaSalle
- Angela Lezzi*
  Katherine M. LevaΔ
- Sarah Nerissa Lindler
- William Robert Lobach
  C'tel Elizabeth Lofland*Δ
- Collin Michael Maier***Δ
- Krystin Elizabeth Martin
- Megan S. Marvel-Hollar*Δ
- Mark Anthony Mason*Δ
- Kiriani Nicole Mattos
- Catherine Sierra MayeΔ
- Katie M. McCuskerΔ
- Sherrie A. McKenzie
  Jamilah M. Money
- Daniel Andrew Norvell
- Kresimir Ivan NurnbergerΔ
  Judith A. O'ConnorΔ
- Katherine P. Oakes***
- Caitlin Michelle Olsen
- Jacqueline Mary O'Tormey
  Ryan M. Pacana*Δ
- Richard Dean Palmer-Shover
  Amanda Nicole Potopchuk
  Catherine L. Powers
- Ryan Francis RamboΔ
- Bjana Fabrice Rankin***Δ
- Lynda Dianne Rumph
- Zulma Santana-Rojas
- AnnMarie Scarfo***Δ
- Ramatulai Latifa Sesay
- Zara Shah***
- Nancy F. Simcox

Psychology (Continued)
- Anita L. Smith
  Jantaye R. Smith
- Sarah Lydia Snyder
- Leislanimillie SotomayorΔ
Rebecca Anne Stanton*  
Pamela Stevens***Δ  
• Sean T. Stewart  
Melony L. Stollings  
• Shelby Lynn ThompsonΔ  
Jennifer Marie Tickner  
Victoria Michelle Tkaczynski*Δ  
• Joseph H. Valachovic  
Alisa Renee Varnado  
Monica Marie Weil  
• Elizabeth Renée Whealton  
Sybil Jaine White  
• Valerie Nicole Wicklund*Δ  
Susan Nicole Wilder  
• Jessica Mae Williams  
Otis CeeJay Williams  
• Jessica Mae Williams  
Brad Michael Wingo  
Rosa C. Zelaya

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
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Candidates for the Master's Degree

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Administration of Human Services

• Gretchen Bernetta Abdullah
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Kristen Deanne Berkowich
  B.S., Wilmington University

Kim A. Bernard
B.S., Wesley College

Rouné LaTisia Betts
B.A., Lee University

• Dacey Anna Bonney
  B.S., Syracuse University

• Millie L. Brady
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Janae Tenira Bynum
  B.S., Delaware State University

• Ruth E.S. Cain
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., Delaware State University
  B.B.A., Delaware State University

• India C. Carter
  B.S., Cheyney University

• Richard C. Carter
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Damian Chandler
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Phillip Clayberg
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Raymonique Antoinette Davis
  B.A., Messiah College

• Sophie Elizabeth Marie DeMesse
  B.S., University of Delaware

• Jasmine Michelle Ervin
  B.A., Delaware State University

Alicia Escobar
B.S., Appalachian State University

Susan Lynn Evans
B.S., Wilmington University

Antoinette Yvonne Ford
B.S., Richard Stockton College

• Cicesa Danna Freeman
  B.S., Eastern University

Ashlee Jordyn Garton
B.S., Rutgers State University

• Mary Alice Gibbons
  B.S., Wilmington University

Aunya Dionne Grimsley
B.S., Wilmington University

• Bertha Virginia Gunther
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Carolyn A. Hamilton
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Najiiyah C. Harris
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Pamela A. Harris
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Gloria M. Henderson
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Sylvia Romathea Hines
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Ashley Nicole Hope
  B.A., Rowan University

Bethany Marie Hughes
B.S., Mary Baldwin College

Judy Marie Hutt
B.S., Wilmington University

Casondra Helene Jackson-Goldsborough
B.S., Shippensburg University

• Keith Darrell Johnson
  B.S., Rutgers State University

Darlene Marie Jones
B.S., Wilmington University

Ebony M. Jones
B.A., Howard University

Victoria Tinnie Kamara
B.A., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

• Ayanna Tricia Khan-Osinuga
  B.S., Park University

Sheronda S. King
B.S., Wilmington University

• Kimberly Sade Knox
  B.A., Neumann University

• Nathana Denise Lane
  B.S., Wilmington University

Julia E. Lawes
B.S., Wilmington University

Lakedia M. Lewis
B.S., Wilmington University

• Anaya Lightner
  B.S., Wilmington University

• John David Loughead
  M.A., Western Michigan College

• Chelsea Nicole Moser
  B.A., University of Delaware
Jessica Moore Neal  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Gloria D. Odongo  
M.S., Capella University  
B.S., Drexel University  
Jane Wamaitha Ostergaard  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Kimberly Ann Rabb  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Megan E. Radcliffe  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Wilbert Roberson, Jr.  
B.A., Wesley College  
- Ernest Arthur Robinson  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.A., University of Florida  
Lamont Lydell Robinson, Sr.  
B.A., University of Oklahoma  
- Diane B. Salmon  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Charlene Violette Sanders  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Lauren Schipper  
B.S., Wilmington University  
LaVerne Sease-Batie  
M.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University  
M.S., Wilmington University  
- Nicole T. Smith  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Valerie Yvette Snead  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Danielle T. Spinner  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.A., University of Connecticut  
- Chanessa LaShawn Stanley  
B.S., Delaware State University  
Rosa Lee Sutton  
B.A., Villanova University  
Felicia Olateju Taiwo  
B.S., Lagos State University  
Augustus Sailey Tarphen  
B.A., Wesley College  
- Molly Ann Taylor  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Michelle Denise Thompson  
B.S., Delaware State University  
Desireé Adrenna Tindle  
B.S., Cheyney University  
- David M. Ware  
B.S., Delaware State University  
Renita Lacy Waterman  
B.B.A., Springfield College  
- Versey Yvette Williams  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Yvonne A C Williams  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Kathleen Lyons Zentar  
B.A., Providence College  

Administration of Justice  
Stefanie L. Baughman  
B.A., Rutgers State University  
Charleece N. Byrd  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Kendrick Chery  
B.S., St. Joseph’s College  
- Jordan Evanne DaGrossa  
B.A., Widener University  
Michael Thomas Dougherty  
B.A., University of Delaware  
- Cristobal Esau Fuentes  
B.S., Kaplan University  
- Stuart J. Hanf  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Dianne Louise Henry  
M.A., Wilmington University  
B.A., University of Delaware  
Marc A. Martinez  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Byron Qyndel Mason  
B.S., University of Maryland  
- Richard Darrell Peters  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- Brian Darius Pridgen  
B.S., Old Dominion University  
Christopher Eugene Spencer  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Jennifer Stewart  
B.S., Colorado Technical University  
- Christina Maria Theil  
B.A., University of Delaware  
- David William Thomas  
B.S., Wilmington University  
- April C.J. Wailes  
B.S., Wilmington University  
William Jesse Weins  
B.S., Dakota Wesleyan University  
B.A., Dakota Wesleyan University

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
- Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Administration of Justice - Criminal Behavior

- Patty Atkinson
  B.A., Monmouth University
- Niazul Bashar
  B.A., University of Delaware
- LeAnne Paige Brewer
  B.A., University of Delaware
- Marquita Sharmaine Busch
  B.A., Richard Stockton College
- Shymere Carter
  B.A., Delaware State University
- Elizabeth Nicole Case
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Matthew John Clifton
  B.S., Upper Iowa University
- Dawn Krista Daugherty
  B.S., Rowan University
- Christopher Scott Eaton
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.A., Washington College
- Kevin Michael Green
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., Rowan University
  B.A., Rowan University
- Jasmine Tina Henderson
  B.S., Millersville University of Pennsylvania
- Marlene Ann Hershberger
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Mandy E. Hess
  B.S., Goldey-Beacom College
- Sharon M. Hochanadel
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Brandy R. James
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Cawan LaShawn Jenkins
  B.A., University of North Carolina
- Adrienne Leah Johnson
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.A., University of Delaware
- Danielle Elizabeth Knott
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Koren Zuri Knott
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Ashley Lynn Martin
  B.A., Widener University
- Gareth Micheil McCartney
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Elyse Tennille Mendez
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Bonita Corine Mullen
  B.S., Clarion University of Pennsylvania

- Michael J. Nagle
  B.S., Wilmington University
- LaTonya Denise Norris
  B.S., Chicago State University
- Esther Natasha Paul
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Amanda Renee Pritchard
  B.S., University of North Carolina
- Charmaine Marie Quarles
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.A., Cheyney University
- Lisa A. Rainey
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., Springfield College
- Jynnell Andrea Riddle
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Jennifer Ann Rosenberg
  B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
- Fatima S. Seymore
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Taylor E. Slade
  B.S., Wilmington University
- John Mark Swope
  B.S., Liberty University
- Amanda Brooke Walters
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Robert Christopher Washington
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., University of Maryland
- Kevin Douglas Whittington
  M.S., Wilmington University
  B.S., University of Maryland
- Erika Windish
  B.S., Wilmington University

Administration of Justice - Homeland Security

- Miata Katrina Bamba
  B.A., Delaware State University
- Denese Lynn Bittner
  B.S., Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
- Frank Daniel Borelli
  B.A., Washington College
- Nyeisha Golden Brown
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Wayne David Buchanan
  M.B.A., Southeastern University
  B.A., Evans College
- Debra Rankin Carson
  B.S., Wilmington University
- Valiant C. Carter
  M.A. & M.S., Central Michigan University
  B.S., Rutgers State University
- Adrian James Chisholm
  B.S., Wilmington University
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamiko Compton</td>
<td>B.A., Rowan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Michelle Culbert</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Marshall Davidson III</td>
<td>B.S., Shippensburg University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darryl G. Fambro</td>
<td>M.A., Central Michigan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Fentress</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Fuller, Sr.</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tranay Elizabeth Graffell</td>
<td>M.A., Central Michigan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devonnae C. Grasty</td>
<td>B.A., Delaware State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe B. Hudson</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Elaine Joyner</td>
<td>B.S., Delaware State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua P. Loper</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. McCambridge</td>
<td>M.A., Central Michigan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Elyse McGill</td>
<td>M.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Philip Miller</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subena Perry</td>
<td>B.A., Cheyney University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Ann Pryor</td>
<td>M.A., Central Michigan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmelo Rodriguez</td>
<td>B.S., Excelsior College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Yaya Sangare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Ray Setliff</td>
<td>B.S., Excelsior College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary A. Stout</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Nyanfor Toe</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas R. Waithe</td>
<td>B.S., University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonia C. Weaver</td>
<td>B.S., University of Phoenix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Administration of Justice - Leadership and Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerrod Markeith Bowen</td>
<td>B.S., University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Joseph Brown</td>
<td>B.S., University of Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qwanda La’ niece Bryant</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa E. Carney-Wright</td>
<td>B.S., Peirce College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alecia Roaquelle Creighton</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory A. D’ Elia</td>
<td>B.S., Pennsylvania State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John J. Doucette</td>
<td>M.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Glenn Flick</td>
<td>B.S., Elizabethtown College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fredrick S. Gibson</td>
<td>M.S., St. Joseph’s University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Michael Howard</td>
<td>B.S., University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Richard Kosheba, Jr.</td>
<td>B.S., Elizabethtown College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William T. Kramer</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khomeini Lee Phillips</td>
<td>B.A., Virginia State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan W. Sigafosos</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca V. Stewart</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janica R. Woodhouse</td>
<td>B.A., Rowan University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Clinical Mental Health Counseling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Adair</td>
<td>B.S., Rutgers State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penina Kwamboka Bogita</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley A. Brandt</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin S. Brown</td>
<td>B.S., Delaware State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. Eaton</td>
<td>B.S., Wilmington University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Ebling</td>
<td>B.S., St. Joseph’s University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Krista C. Gallo  
B.S., West Chester University of Pennsylvania

Candace A. Glaviano  
B.S., Wilmington University

John R. Hayes  
B.A., University of Tennessee

Helene Clara Jones  
B.S., Wilmington University

Eileen Michele Kelly  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University

Melinda Kay King  
B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University

Marissa L. Lloyd  
B.A., University of Delaware

Summer D. Post  
B.S., Wilmington University

Kristen N. Schaffer  
B.S., Salisbury University

Alicia N. Sharpley  
B.A., Richard Stockton College

Victoria Faye Steele  
B.S., Wilmington University

Brandy M. Walker  
B.S., Delaware State University

La'Shawn Janell Waters  
B.S., University of Delaware

Community Counseling

• Kenneth M. Angelo  
B.A., Neumann University

Brendan F. Bobzien  
B.S., Temple University

• Rebecca Lynn Marino  
B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University

La'Tanya Danielle Miller  
B.S., Wilmington University

Stacy Lynn Repp  
B.S., Wilmington University

Vernei Yvette Ross  
B.A., Lincoln University

Louise Paige Simmons  
B.S., Abury College

Homeland Security- Military Leadership

• Mark Patrick Del Vecchio  
B.S., Delaware State University

• Lewis Kang Urrutia  
B.S., Va Polytech Inst / State University

Corey Peter Walters  
B.A., University of Maryland

Homeland Security- Organizational Leadership

Lamont Randy Conyers  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Milton Alexander Mangul  
B.A., Ashford University

• Jenna Marie Priest  
B.S., Wilmington University

Raymond Thomas Seixas  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Sharon B. Watson  
B.S., Elizabethtown College

Samuel Opath Weedor, Sr.  
B.S., Wilmington University

Homeland Security- Safety and Security

Russell T. Bellman  
B.S., Carleton College

• Steven L. Burse  
B.S., Wilmington University

• David Donald Call  
B.A., St. Leo University

Paul Stephen Dorian  
B.A., University of Delaware

Ricky Linwood Edwards  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Terryl Devin Fenton  
B.S., University of Louisiana

• Rashann Marquise Grady  
B.A., Delaware State University

Scott William Gray  
B.S., Wilmington University

• Brian Stefansson Green  
B.S., Salisbury University

Daniel A. Gross  
B.S., Wilmington University

Wendy Korotkin  
B.A., University of Vermont

• Kenya Dianne McDonald  
B.S., Bellevue University

William Patrick McSorley  
B.S., Widener University

Michael Scott Murphy  
B.S., Henley-Putnam University

• Krysta Michelle Oberg  
B.A., University of Kentucky

• Justin Hale Ryan  
B.A. & B.S., University of Delaware

• Michael A. Tunstall  
B.S., Southern Illinois University

• Brendan S. Wham  
B.S., Wilmington University
Advisory Committee Members

**Behavioral Science**
Jo Allegro-Smith
Ronetia Bacon
Adrienne Bey
Keith Bosco
Lauren Brueckner
Rick Carter
Stephanie Cory
Carol Doherty
Joy Elvin
Brenda Farside
Linda Ganassi
Peira Gravenow
Eric Hochrein
Carloyle Hoof
Makeesa Johnson
Cathy Kavanaugh
Sally King
Laura Leary
Dawn Lucas
Liana Mancini
Kim Murtha
Kim Paoli
Susan Perron
Donna Smith-Moore
Ron Stephenson
Karen Spring
James Thornton
Enid Wallace-Simms

**Human Services**
Nancy Dietz
Thomas Dowd
William Esposito
Edward Gerrity
Thomas Gilbert
Julia Grimes
Thomas Gross
David Hall
Alan Hart
Mark Jones
Major Adam Kisthardt
Charles Kocher
John Laufer
Jeffrey Magers
Scott McLaren
James McMillan
Nathaniel McQueen, Jr.
William Morgan, Jr.
Dominic Murgido
Benjamin Naish
Jerry O’Callaghan
Benn Prybutok
Paul Rager
Kurt Ruether
Dennis Robinson
Michael Robinson
Steven R. Rouscher
Michael Rudisill
Roxina Anthony-Rumley
Lewis Schilio
Mark Seifert
Debra Sharp
Jiles H. Ship
Joseph Sullivan
Michael Terranova
David Thomas

**Criminal Justice**
Raymond Carr, Jr.
Michael J. Carroll
Lawrence M. Cherba
Robert Coupe
Thomas Coury
Matthew Coyle
Thomas B. Cuples

**Legal Studies**
Raina Allen
Gwendoline Anagalet
John Baker
Richard Carter
Norwood Coleman
Susan Getman
Kimberlynn Reeves
Shawn Stevens
James Thornton
Donald Unger

**Psychology/Organizational Dynamics**
Sue Bailor
Steve Bridgegut
Barbara Cherrix
Marisa DeCarli
Geneer Johnson
Sue Molina
Marion Newbold
Kristine Newhauser
Catherine Read
Patricia Rogowski
Nicole Snyder
J. Matt Stiller

**Public Policy**
Mark Brainard
Charles Campbell-King
Joanna Champney
James Collins
Tracey Connolly
Anthony DiGiacomo
Mathias Fallis
Richard Heffron
Lynne Howard
Thomas Kovach
Vincent Lofink
Jim McBride
Ciro Poppiti, III
David Rudolph
Robert Strong
Angela Suchanik
David Swayze
John Taylor

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
∆ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
College of Technology

Candidates for the Associate Degree

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Media Art, Design and Technology
- Barbara ChanceΔ
- Vivian Ivy Chase
- Nicholas Caesar DeMichiel
- Katie Nikole FieldsΔ

• Andrew Steven Hengel
• Christopher D. Hope
• Kiley Susanne James-Smith
• Lucia Carolina Mandarino
• Dawn Michelle MosleyΔ
• Travis Nelson Perez

Candidates for the Baccalaureate Degree

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Computer and Network Security
- Peter Acquaah
- Daryl Wayne Adams**
- Willis Todd Alger III
- Kenneth Anthony Allen
- Justin Anderson
- Jason Archibald
- Kelly Danielle Basara*Δ
- Ray Anthony Brown, Jr.
- Christopher Wayne Buckheister**Δ
- Rachel Elizabeth Burley*Δ
- Mark Campbell
- Frank Serafino Candeloro
- Gionne-Christopher Alexander Silvester Cannister
- Lincoln Llewellyn Clarke, Jr.
- Aaron O. ClemmonsΔ
- Michael Paul Conley*Δ
- Benjamin Aaron Crews
- Bianca Paluri Criste
- Kevin John Curran
- Cristina Cruz EnnisΔ
- Evan S. Fjellin
- Gregory Allen Ford***Δ
- John Hampton Forester
- Christopher D. Gannon
- Rhitesh Gautam
- Adam Paul Rauch
- Aamiy Tyrelle Marquez
  Knav'iyae Ridgeway
- Timothy M. Shaffer

• Isador Emanuel Hanley*Δ
• David Russell HeulittΔ
• Kyle Michael HignuttΔ
• Joseph Jerden*Δ
• Dante L. JohnsonΔ
• Christopher J. JonesΔ
• Hendry Lee
• Michael David LongΔ
• Serge W. Louis
• Chiaka Magassouba
  Érik K. Martin
• Jacob G. Martinez
• Heriberto R. MontalvoΔ
• Cassandra J. MoyerΔ
• Bing OeiΔ
  Kenneth Leonard Bailey Owens**Δ
• Bhargav B. Patel
• Aaron Lamont PowellΔ
• Andrew James Pugliese
• Roberto Alexis Rodriguez
  Rodney Rosario
• Kenneth Vaughn Ross
• Bernadette A. Russell
• Tilak Sapkota
• Aisha M. Sidee
• Khumar Singh*Δ
• Michael Speakman
• Indijas SubasicΔ
• Sakar Thapa
• Derek Jeffrey TryonΔ
• Michael Rodney VanWhy
• Chris Jemel Wheeler*Δ
• Bradly Lawrence WiseΔ

Game Design and Development
- Adam J. CampbellΔ
- Frank C. Kukulski
- Jesse Duane LaVigne***
- Joseph Leon Lee, Jr.
- Daniel J. SampleΔ
- Jeffrey B. Street***Δ

Information Systems Management
- Mark Ariganello
- Timothy Joseph Barth
- Robert C. Baylis
- Renee Michelle Bright
- Joshua Benjamin Bynum
- Jennifer Ann Connors***Δ
- Demba Fadiga
- Christopher Francis Galletto
- Alexander Duvall Grier***Δ
- Joseph Rock Handley*Δ
- Yulius HaryantoΔ
- Salif Kane

• Indijas SubasicΔ
• Sakar Thapa
• Derek Jeffrey TryonΔ
• Michael Rodney VanWhy
• Chris Jemel Wheeler*Δ
• Bradly Lawrence WiseΔ

• Isador Emanuel Hanley*Δ
• David Russell HeulittΔ
• Kyle Michael HignuttΔ
• Joseph Jerden*Δ
• Dante L. JohnsonΔ
• Christopher J. JonesΔ
• Hendry Lee
• Michael David LongΔ
• Serge W. Louis
• Chiaka Magassouba
  Érik K. Martin
• Jacob G. Martinez
• Heriberto R. MontalvoΔ
• Cassandra J. MoyerΔ
• Bing OeiΔ
  Kenneth Leonard Bailey Owens**Δ
• Bhargav B. Patel
• Aaron Lamont PowellΔ
• Andrew James Pugliese
• Roberto Alexis Rodriguez
  Rodney Rosario
• Kenneth Vaughn Ross
• Bernadette A. Russell
• Tilak Sapkota
• Aisha M. Sidee
• Khumar Singh*Δ
• Michael Speakman
• Lashan Karunamuni
  Hicham Kimakh
• Badara Aliou Kone
• James Edward Lees
• Christopher Warren Louie
  Donald J. Mallow
  Christopher Avery MooreΔ
  Ravish Patel
• Richard Allen Ramson
• Juan R. Rosario**Δ
• Jason M. Santos
  Brett Andrew SellersΔ
  Jarrett Scott Shaffer
  Ryan Edward Thompson
  April Denise Wilson
• Christopher Mark WiseΔ

Media Design - Digital Publishing
• Kevin Michael AustraΔ
  Ronnie Lynn Cooksey**Δ
  Michael Dana Edelin, Jr.Δ
  Michael A. Jennings
  Crystal Marie Karnes
  Nicole Lauren Korytko
  Robert Eugene Lee**
  Samantha E. MacPherson
• Eric Henry Mumford
• Brandon Andrew SchaeferΔ

Media Design - Multimedia
• Yetunde Maria Adewole
  James A. BryantΔ
• Thomas Michael Carp*Δ
  Alex R. Coon
  Althea S. Davidson*Δ
• Dean Stephen Davis
• David R. DiDonato***Δ
• Alexander Eugene Hildebrand**Δ
  Sophia Isip*Δ
• Anastasia KincaidΔ
  Chris N. Mahugu
• Sushan ManandharΔ

Media Design - Photography
• Bianka Alloyn BrunsonΔ
  Spencer Victoria Cook
  Justus HenryΔ
  Ashley Elizabeth Jaudon*
• James M. JonesΔ
  Kyle G. Ten Eyck
• Mark Raymond Tetreault***Δ

Media Design - Print
• Shannon M. Duncan*Δ

Studio Production - Digital Film-making
  Caterine Elettra DeCicco
  Jonathan A. DuerrΔ
• James Kevin Finney
• Albert Clements Grant
• Jeffrey T. Jarrell
• Christopher J. Kenney
  Mark Anthony McCaffery, Jr.*Δ
  Shaheen Aaron RahmaniΔ
• Matthew Michael StrongΔ
  Jamaal Manual Wilkerson

Studio Production - Television and Video
  Malana J. Battle
  Rachael Nadine Boruta
  James P. Collins III
  Jeanette April Halliburton
• Lisa Margaret Hanzel**
  Morgan Davidson Hess
  Gabriel Alexander Jackson
  Kawana Lane Jackson
• Ian James Platz
  Ariel D. Taylor
• Aaron Christopher WilhelmΔ
• Richard Daniel Wullschleger

Studio Production - Television and Journalism
  Richard Lamar Liffridge

Video and Motion Graphics - Digital Film Making
  Ralph John Sporay

Web Information Systems
  Michael Cooney***
• Melvyn J. Diggs
• Lychele Vishann Harris
• Connor Burke Hoehn
• Joseph Edward Hutchins
• Kamal Khatri*
  Eric F. McHughΔ
• Lyubomir Stoyanov Naydenov
• John Lawrence Nich**Δ
  Konstantin V. Osipenko
• Joseph Michael Press, Jr.*Δ
  Jeffrey Howard ShoemakerΔ
• Dalton Patrick Tyndall
• Esteban Leonardo Vivar**Δ

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee
• Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Information Systems Technologies - Corporate Training Skills

• Margaret Marie Sharp Kirby
  B.S., Wilmington University

Information Systems Technologies - Information Assurance

• Hari Vigneshwar Reddy Alla
  B.S., Osmania University
  Abhishek Alleti
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological Institution

• Rahul Amte
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Jagadeesh Attipatla
  B.S., Al-Ameen College of Pharmacy
  Ranjith Kumar Attulur
  M.S., Monmouth University
  Rama Krishna Bachina
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Sai Ram Balasani
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Sandeep Kumar Bantupalli
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University
  Ajay Kumar Bheemireddy
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Abhishek Goud Boddu
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Jaswanth Boyapati
  B.S., Mitra Mari School
  Matthew John Paul Boyle
  B.A., Rowan University

• Nicholas Andrew Bumgarner
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Ramnath Reddy Chadive
  B.S., Texas A&M University

• Narendra Cherreddi
  B.S., University of Madras
  Shailendra Chiragowni
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Anusha Chittireddy
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University
  Arreane Jill Concepcion
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Bharath Kumar Dade
  B.S., Acharya Nagarjuna University

• Fregis Cyriaque Effayong Mbira
  B.S., Wright State University

• Dhananjay Reddy Ega
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University
  Ashwani Eleti
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Daniel Endluri
  M.B.A., Pittsburgh State University
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Veera Santosh Kumar Gade
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Gifford Ashworth George
  B.S., Wilmington University

• Ujjwala Ghimire
  B.B.A., Tribhuvan University
  Ravi Golla
  B.S., Andhra University

• Vinay Kumar Gonagunta
  M.S., Monmouth University
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Sidhartha Jain Gorkotvar
  M.S., California Tekshila University
  M.B.A., Riveer College

• Thrinath Gubba
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Srikanth Gutlapally
  M.S., Manipal University

• Sayed Saad Hamidullah
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Lydie Anne Holmes
  B.S., Wilmington University
  Calvin Marshall Honeywell
  B.S., College of New Jersey

• Varunsinh Siddhaisinh Jadeja
  B.S., K.L.E.S’s College of Pharmacy

• Somporrn Helen James
  B.S., Troy University
  Sulaimon A. Jimoh
  M.B.A., Wilmington University
  B.A., North Park University
  Marion D. Johnson
  B.S., University of Phoenix

• Karteeek Varma Kalidindi
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

• Arun Kumar Kancha
  B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University
• Bhavitha Kandakatla  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Mahesh Kanneboina  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Ravichandra Kattekola  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Syed Abdul Khaleq  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Matthew Aaron Kmecz  
B.S., West Virginia University  
Nicholas J. Koch  
B.A., La Salle University  
Shashi K. Kodakandla  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Raghavendar Kommula  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Eugene Carteh Kortee  
B.S., Drexel University  
• Vinay Kumar Kovuru  
B.S., Osmania University  
Sandeep Kurapati  
B.S., Bharathiar University  
• Anudeep Machavarapu  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Sunit Wesley Maddali  
B.S., Lamar University  
Srinath Mandadi  
B.S., Tamil Nadu Dr. M.G.R. Medical University  
Samanth Maraboena  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
William Kojo Minnow  
B.S., Delaware State University  
• Monish Mulpuri  
B.S., Acharya Nagarjuna University  
Revanth Muppavarapu  
B.S., Anna University  
LakshmiSudha Nallagatta  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Rajendar Reddy Navapet  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Michael Nieles  
B.S., Wilmington University  
• Mohammed Nur Ul Haq  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Olajide Adeniga Ojo  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Madhusudhan Reddy Pannala  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Theresa Gene Perkins  
M.A., Richard Stockton College  
B.A., Richard Stockton College  
• Abhinav Reddy Pesati  
B.S., Tamil Nadu Dr. M.G.R. Medical University  
Rajamohan Putta  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Jajikanth R. Pydimarla  
B.S., University of New Haven  
Brittany Rakow  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Brennen T. Ralph  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Ramakanth Goud Ranga  
B.S., Sathyabama Institute of Science and Technology  
• Jaya Prakash Narayana Reddy Nallamekala  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Architecture & Fine Arts University  
Angel Emilio Sanabria  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Barbara A. Sanfino  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Shusheel K. Sangani  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Neelima Sappidi  
B.S., Acharya Nagarjuna University  
Manojkumar Sirivolu  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Jarrell O. Stewart  
B.S., University of Georgia  
• Kiran Kumar Talapaneni  
B.S., Rajeev Gandhi Memorial College of Engineering & Technology  
• Jason Kenneth Tanis  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Vijaya Purnima Tatineni  
M.B.A., Symbiosis International University  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Yerkes Tianero Tecson  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Anusha Valluripalli  
B.S., Andhra University  
• Sangeeth Kumar Vanam  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Vineesha Vankayalapati  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
• Ajay Vinjamuri  
B.S., Acharya Nagarjuna University  
• Nanda Kishore Vundecode  
B.S., World Education Services  
Matt Wallis  
B.S., Wilmington University  

* Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
Δ Delta Epsilon Rho Inductee  
* Degree Conferred in August 2013/January 2014
Kevin Marcel White  
B.S., University of Maryland  
Vaishnavi Ganesh Yadlapalli  
B.S., Manipal University

Information Systems Technologies - Internet and Web Page Design

Madhavi Bhat  
B.S., Visvesvaraya Technological University  
Fancell Chandra  
B.S., University of California  
Maxim Gerashchev  
B.S., Educational Credential Evaluators, Inc.

Katie A. King  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Tanya Elizabeth Mc Daniels  
B.S., Wilmington University  
FNU Nayyara Kauser  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Sunan Prajapati Karmi  
B.F.A., Southwest Minnesota State University  
Bishal Shrestha  
B.S., University of Central Oklahoma  
Sujan Shrestha  
B.S., University of Maryland - University College  
Jyothi Surya  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University

Information Systems Technologies - Management and Management Information Systems

Shravan Kumar Amjala  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Syed Abdul Azeem  
B.B.A., University of Central Oklahoma  
Janak Bhusal  
B.S., Mountain State University  
Jacquelyn E. Blevins  
B.S., Delaware State University  
Harlyn A. Brioso  
B.S., Delaware State University  
Sean A. Brown  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Krisy Green  
B.S., Wayland Baptist University  
Michael R. Haas  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Tasha Dynese Hurtt  
M.S., Wilmington University  
M.B.A., Wilmington University  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Prakash Karki  
B.S., Mountain State University  
Nicole Marie Koger-Ford  
B.S., Indiana University of Pennsylvania  
Santosh Anil Kumar Kunchala  
B.S., Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Edward Leypoldt  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Auriale Denise Mauldin  
B.A., University of South Carolina  
Daniel D. Morris  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Ambika Siddaiah  
B.S., Visvesvaraya Technological University  
Kunwar Digvijay Singh  
B.A., University of Northern Iowa  
Gene Corkran Spear III  
B.S., University of Maryland  
Juan Manuel Viera  
B.S. & M.S., Wilmington University  
Caryl K. Wilmore  
M.S., Wilmington University  
B.S., Wilmington University  
Kecia Winchester  
B.S., Strayer University

The listings of graduates in this program are unofficial.  
The official conferral of degrees occurs upon satisfactory completion of all academic and financial requirements.  
These listings are based upon information provided to the Office of the Registrar at the time of submission of the program for publication.
College of Technology

Advisory Committee Members

Business Computer Operations
Jaime Armstrong
Janice Colvin
Patrick Costigan
Tim Day
Jean Downes
Dana Eggleston
Robert Ford
Michael Hojnicki
Patrice Johnson
Julie Lanzillo
Audrey Parajon
Beverly Peterson
Bryan Steinberg
Don Stuhlman

Computer Network Security
Jonathon Arena
John Buckley
Stephen Bunting
Danny DeMarinis
Samuel Kinch
Lester Link
Peter McCann
Raphael Mudge
Casey O’Brien
Elayne Starkey
Inigo Thomas
Kevin Wright

Medial Design/Studio Production
E. Howard Johnson
Margaret Kirby-Yoder
Daniel Krukosky
Mary Rodgers

Information Systems Management & Web Information Systems
James Garrity
Scott Hahn
Michael Hojnicki
Lester Link
Judith McClafferty
Frederick Smith
Phuong Tram

Game Design and Development
Bob Berkebile
Kevin Ogorman
Scott Wasserman

Video and Motion Graphics
Keitha Davis
Ric Edavane

Master of Science Information Systems Technologies
Anthony Collins
Paul Harjung
Gerry Pennington
Jason Romeo
Kaan Turnali
Academic Degrees

The Associate Degree
The associate degree is an academic degree awarded by community colleges, junior colleges, four-year universities, business colleges, and some bachelor's degree-granting colleges/universities upon completion of a course of study usually lasting two years.

The Bachelor's Degree
The bachelor's degree is the oldest academic degree used by American institutions of higher learning. The degree was first conferred in America in 1642 on nine young men comprising the first graduating class of Harvard College. The bachelor's degree, or baccalaureate, represents completion of a four-year collegiate course of study.

The Master's Degree
The master's degree is academic honor conferred upon students who have successfully completed one or two years of work beyond the baccalaureate. A thesis and an oral examination are usually required. The term's present meaning derives from the oldest universities in Europe, when the circle of academic pursuit was limited to seven liberal arts. Those who received public honors upon the completion of their studies and who already had received the degree baccalaureus were called magistri atrium (master of the arts).

The Doctoral Degree
Doctor is a term meaning teacher, or instructor, and was applied by ancient Romans to those who delivered public lectures on philosophical subjects. From the 12th century, it became a title of honor for men of great learning. It was first made an academic title at the University of Bologna, in Italy, which received from the emperor the right to appoint doctors legum (doctors of laws).

There are two types of doctoral degrees: the professional degree and the research degree. The first represents advanced training for the practice of professions such as medicine, pharmacy, law or nursing. These degrees carry no implication of original research.

The research doctorate represents prolonged advanced study, usually accompanied by a dissertation designed to make a substantial contribution to existing knowledge on the subject. The degree confers upon those who attain it the title doctor of philosophy, although the degree no longer is associated with the study of philosophy. It was first awarded in the United States by Yale University in 1861.
Leadership and Service Awards

**Trustees’ Award for Service**
The Trustees’ Award for Service is awarded to a member of the graduating class for outstanding service to fellow students, to Wilmington University, and/or to the community.

**Audrey K. Doberstein Award for Leadership**
The Audrey K. Doberstein Award for Leadership is awarded to a member of the graduating class for outstanding leadership and dedication to the philosophy and mission of Wilmington University.

**Delta Epsilon Rho Honor Society Pledge**
I pledge to continue a personal effort to achieve the highest forms of scholarship of which I am capable. I will demonstrate willingness to accept responsibility, to maintain an open, inquiring mind, and to provide service to my community, state, nation and world.

My pledge is to become the best I can be through continued learning. I will think and act critically, creatively, and humanely. As I strive for the highest accomplishments, I will attempt to develop my personal and professional potential with reason, imagination, and human concern.
Academic Symbols

Academic Costume

The traditional black caps and gowns worn in the academic procession have been the costume of scholars since medieval times. They probably were adapted from ecclesiastical garb, since many scholars in the Middle Ages were clerics. In 1895, an intercollegiate commission drafted a uniform code for academic costumes, which the majority of colleges and universities in the United States have adopted.

Each of the three academic degrees has its own distinctive gown and hood. The gown representing the bachelor’s degree has a long, pointed sleeve; the master’s a narrow sleeve; the doctor’s a full, bell-shaped sleeve with three bars of velvet. The opening of this gown is faced with wide velvet bands, which may be or of a color indicating the wearer’s general field of leaning.

The most colorful and distinctive part of the academic costume is the hood, which passes around the neck and extends down the back. The color of the velvet edging indicates the wearer’s field of learning. The colors of silk lining exposed in the center of the hood are those of the college or university that conferred the degree.

Arts and Letters ......................................................... White
Library Science .......................................................... Lemon
Laws ................................................. Purple
Education .................................................. Light Blue
Nursing ........................................ Apricot
Philosophy ............................................ Blue
Science ................................................... Golden Yellow
Fine Arts ...................................................... Brown
Pharmacy ................................................... Green
Business Administration ............... Light Brown
Technology ........................................ Maroon

Although the cap, or mortarboard, is uniform in design for all degrees, the tassel may be either black or the color of the field of learning. The tassel of the doctor’s cap may be gold.

The University Mace

The University mace, was created for the 1971 commencement and has been used at each subsequent commencement ceremony. The mace, which is a traditional symbol of authority, includes the seal of Wilmington University, wrought in brass, on a walnut staff.

The Banners

The seven commencement banners identify the disciplines whose graduates this ceremony honors. Each banner incorporates the University seal, together with colors that echo the graduates’ hoods.

Each college has its own academic honor society. Students wearing colored cords or sashes are wearing the colors which signify membership in the honor society of their particular college.
Welcome to the Alumni Association

On behalf of the Wilmington University Alumni Association, I would like to congratulate the 2014 graduating class. It is my honor and privilege to welcome you into this larger community of friends of the university.

Through hard work, dedication, perseverance, and the support of many classmates, faculty and administrators, you have made a tremendous personal and professional achievement. Your journey as a graduate of Wilmington University is only the beginning.

As our newest alumni, I invite each of you to continue the relationships you have with both the university and your classmates. We ask that you remain active in your community, participate at the highest level in your professional organizations, and become an active member of the Wilmington University Alumni Association.

The alumni of Wilmington University would like to extend an invitation to you to get involved with our growing association. We would love to hear from you. Contact us at alumni@wilmu.edu or (302) 356-2469, and visit us online at wilmu.edu/Alumni.

Best wishes to the Class of 2014.

Brian Adair, Class of 2006 and 2007
Alumni Association President
About Wilmington University

Founded in 1968, Wilmington University is a private, nonprofit university accredited by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education. The University is committed to providing a personalized educational experience to over 18,000 traditional and nontraditional students at locations in Delaware, Maryland and New Jersey and online.

Delaware

New Castle Campus
320 N. DuPont Highway
New Castle, DE 19720

Wilson Graduate Center
31 Read’s Way
New Castle, DE 19720

Brandywine
3411 Silverside Road
Wilmington, DE 19810

Middletown
651 N. Broad Street
Middletown, DE 19709

Dover
3282 N. DuPont Highway
Dover, DE 19901

Dover Air Force Base
436 FSS/FSDE
261 Chad Street
Dover AFB, DE 19902

Georgetown
Seashore Highway, P.O. Box 660
Georgetown, DE 19947

Rehoboth Beach
41 Rehoboth Ave
Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971

New Jersey

Burlington County College
3331 Route 38
Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054

Cumberland County College
3322 College Drive
Vineland, NJ 08360

Wilmington University Gloucester County
1400 Tanyard Drive
Vineland, NJ 08360

Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst
3829 School House Road
Joint Base MDL, NJ 08641

Salem Community College
460 Hollywood Ave.
Carneys Point, NJ 08069

Maryland

Cecil College
107 Railroad Ave.
Elkton, MD 21921